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W P I  f a c e s  f i n a n c i a l  c h a n g e s  in  t h e  9 0 ’s
by Jeffrey S. Goldmeer 
Associate Editor
W PI, like many of its sister institu­
tions is now facing the new reality of 
higher education in the 90's. This 
problem is the unequal growth of the 
costs of operating an institution versus 
the growth of income.
One of the main culprits in this 
phenomena is inflation. The costs of 
operating W P I are inflating while the 
revenue base has not been able to keep 
up with this growth. During the 1989- 
90 academic year, a 9% tuition in­
crease yielded 6% more income for the 
school after financial aid was awarded. 
These funds were then used to com­
pensate for inflation that year. The net 
result is that the tuition increase al­
lowed the school to "break even.”
A second issue that must also be 
considered is the reduced return on 
tuition. During ihe current academic 
year, W P I receives 40 cents for every 
one dollar of tuition charged to stu­
dents. The remaining 60 cents is used 
to subsidize students who cannot af­
ford to pay the full tuition bill. As 
tuition increases, more funds will have 
to be spent on those who cannot afford 
the costs of attending W PI. During ihe 
1991-92 school year this will result in 
the school receiving 15 cents per dollar 
charged. In 1992-93 this value falls to
5 cents.
For the future these situations lake 
on even more importance since there 
will be a considerable gap between 
costs and revenue. In 1991-92, this gap 
will be $2.5 million, and will increase 
by $2 million every year after. These
figures are not projected deficits. By 
mandate of W P I's  trustees, the school 
is not allowed to run a deficit; all budg­
ets must be balanced. That is. total 
income must equal total expenses; this 
gap must be filled.
To fill this gap two approaches are 
being pursued; one short term and one 
long term. The short term solution 
involves cost reduction and increases 
in efficiency. (Efficiency could be 
viewed as purchasing more for the 
same dollar.) The cost reductions are 
currently being discussed by members 
of the administration and department 
chairmen. This discussion process has 
included discussions with the trustees, 
and will include meetings with the 
faculty. These cost reductions do not 
include radical changes in the financial 
aid budget, which still remains a prior­
ity.
The long term solution involves 
increasing the institution's income. 
Tuition increases are just one part of 
this strategy. Liquidation of the en­
dowment is not an option open to the 
administration. The Board of Trustees 
will not permit the use of the endow­
ment. The endowment, which has a 
current value of $ 100 million, provides 
interest income to the school, and is 
intended to use in the event of a major 
disaster on campus.
These issues were discussed in a 
recent interview with DavidCyganski, 
Vice-Provost, and Michael J. Curley, 
Director of Financial Aid. Cyganski 
placed this situation into perspective 
by stating that “ parents no longer have 
the ability and government is no longer
willing to pay the true costs of higher 
education." Thus, W P I must pay the 
ever increasing difference between 
what parents and students can pay, and 
the actual cost of attending W PI. Both 
Cyganski and Curley noted that the 
school is fiscally sound, and that stu­
dents do not have to worry about W PI 
permanently closing its doors.
The fact that the trustees have not 
allowed W PI to run a deficit budget has 
helped place W P I in a very favorable 
position. Currently. Brandeis has a $2 
million deficit. Harvard has a $13.4 
million deficit, and U-Mass has a S16 
million deficit.
[Information in this article was 
provided in an interview with David 
Cyganski. Vice-Provost, and Michael 
J. Curley. Director of Financial Aid. |
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J a c h im o w ic z  b e c o m e s  A s s is t a n t  D e a n
by Joe Parker 
Features Editor
Christopher S. Jachimowicz, for­
merly the Assistant Director of Student 
Activities, has been promoted to Assis­
tant Dean For Student Activities. This 
effectively puts all responsibility for 
Student Activities in his office.
Chris now oversees the entire Stu­
dent Activities Board and budgeting, 
as well as his former role as overseer of 
finances. He will now also deal di­
rectly with the Executive Committee.
He is excited about getting every­
thing into his office, because it will
allow him to be more involved across 
the campus as to the student groups and 
how they work. He now determines 
recognition for new groups on campus, 
as well as keeping tabs on existing 
groups to be sure they are in line with 
recognition policy.
He is now advisor to the Senior 
class, adding to his role as advisor to 
the other three classes. He likes the 
idea of this, as he feels it will give 
consistency to the program. Each class 
now have one person as supervisor and 
advisor, so Chris will know what has 
happened with previous classes. This 
allows him to make a system that will
build the classes up from year to year 
for upcoming activities; that is, be­
cause Chris has worked with the Fresh­
man class, he will be able to design a 
complementary program for the So­
phomore class, and so on. He will be 
involved with planning such activities 
as Senior week, the semi-formal, and 
more.
When asked why the move was 
made, Chris said that his was not the 
only change that was made, and the 
entire changeover was aimed at "trying 
to get the house in order". The move 
was made in his area to get all of the
Activities workload into one area. 
Previously, responsibility was split 
between Chris and Nancy Hunter 
Denney, Assistant Dean of Students. 
Finances were handled by Chris' of­
fice, budgeting by Dean of Students. 
This caused confusion among students 
as well as others. People would ap­
proach Chris with an idea, only to be 
told that the student would have to talk 
to someone in Dean of Student’s Of­
fice, or vice-versa. Chris "could tell 
them how to spend the money once 
they got it," bul in order to get it they 
would have to make arrangements
across the hall. Now everything is 
located in one spot, with Janet Begin- 
Richardson, Dean of Students, over­
seeing the entire thing. Chris stresses 
that it was a mutual decision between 
both parties, that the job was not 
“ dumped" on him, and that he felt 
comfortable with the changes, and 
accepted.
He was also quick to point out that 
he is not responsible for Greek Life, 
nor special programs such as the Stu­
dent Handbook, etc. which is still 
under the supervision of Nancy Hunter 
Denney.
WPI students and police establish “first responders unit 55
(W P I News Release) Their name 
describes their function: “ first re­
sponders”  —  men and women trained 
to evaluate what has to be done at the 
scene of an accident or injury and to 
begin emergency treatment untii medi­
cal personnel arrive. While most first 
responders are police officers or fire­
fighters, a unit recently established by 
three Worcester Polytechnic Institute 
undergraduates is setting an example 
for anyone interested in helping others.
Since September, seniors Kevin 
L'Heureux of Kennebunk, Maine, 
Paul Sincaglia of Chagrin Falls, Ohio, 
and William Wong of New York City, 
New York, all emergency medical 
technicians, have been working under 
the direction of John T. Hanlon Jr., the 
college’s public safety director, to cre­
ate an Emergency Medical Service. 
The unit, which is staffed by first re­
sponders (some members are also 
EMTs), has begun serving the W PI 
campus and the surrounding area on 
weekends and evenings —  the times 
when police officers receive the most 
calls.
L'Heureux, a senior computer sci­
ence major, has been an EM T  for six 
years and is a licensed first responder 
trainer. He is currently teaching a 
course for first responders and plans to 
teach a second session this winter. The 
curriculum follows Massachusetts 
guidelines that mandate 24 hours of 
instruction in areas such as CPR 
(cardiopulmonary resucitation), con­
trolling bleeding and management of 
illnesses. All police officers and fire­
fighters in Massachusetts are required 
to be first responders. L ’Heureux has 
added 10 hours of advanced instruc­
tion to his course. Twelve undergradu­
ates and several members of the Health 
Service and other W P I officers are 
presently attending L ’Heureux’ 
classes, although only the students will 
become EM S volunteers. Plans are to 
provide round-the-clock emergency 
medical coverage to the W P I and sur­
rounding community within the next 
six month-s,
L ’Heureux, Sincaglia and Wong 
did a feasability study to ascertain 
whether a campus-based first re­
sponder unit would be a practical ad­
junct to the Campus Police. They de­
termined that such a program would, in 
fact, be well received, in light of 1989 
cutbacks in the hours of W P I's  Health 
Service (which provides extensive 
medical assistance during school 
hours) and because of the increasing 
responsibilities of W P I police officers.
The students accompanied campus 
police on their shifts to leam proce­
dures and they met with representa­
tives of the Office of Housing and 
Residential Life, Health Services, the 
Dean of Students Office and the Busi­
ness Office, and with the Central 
Massachusetts Emergency Medical 
Services Office to discuss policies and 
procedures for implementing an EM S 
program.
The study, program and report were 
the students' Interactive Qualifying 
Project. Helen Vassallo, associate 
professor and head of W P I’s manage­
ment department, served as faculty 
advisor.
To complete their IQP, Vassallo 
instructed the students to test the pro­
posed EM S program to see if they 
could make it work. “ I wanted the 
students to do research on what other 
schools do." says Vassallo. “ I asked 
them to conduct a feasabi I ity study and 
ultimately, to test their system."
"To the best of my knowledge. 
Clark University is the only other col­
lege in the Worcester area with a simi­
lar program, although Brandeis Uni­
versity and several colleges in other 
parts of New England support volun­
teer corps of students w ith certification 
as EM T ’s or first responders,”  says 
L ’Heureux. “ We have been really 
pleased with the interest W P I students 
have shown in joining Ihe EM S  team, 
particularly since no one will be paid 
and each volunteer will be on call two 
shifts (7am to 5pm or 5pm to 7am) per 
week.”  Sgt. Steven Hill and Officer 
George Burnham of the Campus Po­
lice are supervising the new program.
During the summer. Campus Police 
purchased uniform jackets for the unit 
and Health Services bought medical 
packs. Sleeping quarters on the fourth 
floor of Sanford Riley Hall have been 
set aside for EM S volunteers on the 
night shift. “ Although they are still 
working at a limited level while other 
students complete the required train­
ing. the EM S crew is already a visible 
presence on campus.”  says Hanlon. 
“ They are dispatched w'ith police offi­
cers and, because they are so highly 
trained, free our personnel to attend
with the most pressing issues in an 
emergency —  aiding the most severely 
injured, diffusing potentially danger­
ous situations and gathering informa­
tion. The EM S  has received a lot of 
support from W P I’s administration 
and students as they have done a fine 
job each lime they have responded 
from a call. In addition to responding 
to emergencies, EM S members will be 
present at large sporting events and any 
other functions where their presence is 
deemed necessary.”
In the future, as a service to the W PI 
community and to keep their own cer­
tificates up to date, the EM S staff will 
teach courses in CPR and first aid and 
will help train resident advisors and 
members of the Security Night Patrol 
in these areas.
L'Heureux is the son of Roland and 
Shirley L ’Heureux of Kennebunk. 
When school is not in session he works 
as an EM T  for the Kennebunk Fire 
Department and the Kennebunkport 
Fire Department. He is also a dis­
patcher for the Wells Police Depart­
ment.
continued on page 2
WPI ranked second among northern 
comprehensive colleges
(W P I Press Release) W P I has been 
ranked second among comprehensive 
colleges in the North by U.S. News <£ 
World Report in its annual report on 
America's Best Colleges released this 
past week. Last year. W PI was ranked 
first among the same group. Villanova 
University of Philadelphia moved up 
from last year's second-place, the top 
college received a 100 score. W P I's  
score this year was a 99.9.
“There's some comfort in seeing 
Stanford with a99.9 score to Harvard's 
KM), just like our 99.9 score to Villa- 
nova's 100, although neither of us 
appreciate being second." says W PI 
President Jon C. Strauss. “ In the six 
years of the survey we’ve earned con­
sistently high rankings, confirming our 
reputation as an outstanding institu­
tion.”
The 1,374 four-year schools in­
cluded in the study were ranked ac­
cording to a system that combined sta­
tistical data with the results for a U.S. 
News survey of academic reputations. 
A record 60.1% of the 4,131 college 
presidents, deans, and admissions di­
rectors completed the survey question­
naire.
To determine a school's overall 
rank, the scores for academic reputa­
tion were combined with the data pro­
vided by the schools themselves. 
These statistics measured the selectiv­
ity of Ihe student body: the degree to 
which it financially supports a high- 
quality full-time faculty; Its overall 
financial resources, and the level of 
student satisfaction as measured by a 
school's ability to graduate the stu­
dents ii admits as freshmen.
W P I improved their scores in three 
of the above categories from last year. 
Faculty resources improved from 2 to 1 
and financial resources improved from
3 to 2. Student satisfaction remained 
the same at 10 whi le student selectivity 
dropped from 12 to 30. Student selec­
tivity is a combination of four factors: 
acceptance rate, the percentage of 
those accepted who enroll, the high 
school class standing and average 
combined scores on the Scholastic 
Aptitude Test or the composite Ameri­
can College Testing Assessment, and 
by the percentage of entering students 
who graduated in the top 25 percent. 
Villanova's scores in faculty quality 
and financial resources improved as 
did satisfaction. Their academic repu­
tation remained the same and student 
selectivity declined.
U.S. News weighted the three cate­
gories of academic reputation, student 
selectivity and faculty resources with
25 percent. Financial resources 
counted as 20 percent and student sat­
isfaction five percent. The weighted 
number ranks for each school were 
ihen individually totalled and com­
pared with the weighted totals for all 
others in the category.
The schools were divided into four 
broad categories using the academic 
world's generally-accepted standard 
guidelines established by the Carnegie 
Foundation for the Advancement of 
Teaching. To simplify the groupings, 
U.S. News combines some smaller 
categories into larger groups, and in 
categories with large numbers of 
schools, subdivided them by region. 
This produced 14 groupings of schools 
categorized by size, selectivity, types 
of degrees offered, dollar amount of 
campus research and region.
U.S. News began America's Best 
Colleges rankings in 1983 with rank­
ings every two years until 1987 when 
rankings became yearly. In 1985, W P I 
placed fourth among comprehensive 
institutions in the East. In subsequent 
years, W P I placed fifth among com­
prehensive colleges in the East in 
1987. and fifth among comprehensive 
colleges in the nation in 1988. until last 
year's first-place ranking among com­
prehensive colleges of the North.
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NEWS
International News
The major international news concerned the 
Mideast this week, as the UN looked into Is­
rael’s shooting of Palestinians on October 8, as 
well as the continuing crisis involving Iraq's 
annexation of Kuwait. Israel twice denied entry 
to a UN team looking to investigate the murder 
of 21 Palestinians. On October 8 some Pales­
tinians threw rocks at Jews praying in Jerusa­
lem. Israeli police responded with live ammu­
nition and killed the Palestinians in question. 
For the first time, the US joined in a security 
council condemnation of Israel’s activities. 
Before, the US had always vetoed such meas­
ures, but last week they changed their course of 
action, probably in an attempt not to anger the 
Arab states with which they are working to 
counter Hussein. The Israeli government re­
jected entry to the UN team on the grounds that 
it was a matter of Israel’s internal affairs, and 
that they would do their own investigation.
There will be a substantial troop buildup in 
American troops in the gulf - it is possible that 
up to an additional l(X),(XX) troops would join 
the 240,000 already in place. C IA  director Ses­
sions and Secretary of Defense Baker issued 
strong statements on Thursday that said as long 
as Saddam Hussein was in power, the Mideast 
can not be secure. Meanwhile, in the UN. the 
USA is trying to get a resolution through that 
would authorize resupplying the American 
embassy in Kuwait City with food and water. 
After Iraq annexed Kuwait. Iraq ordered all 
embassies closed. The American one remains 
open, although it is surrounded by Iraqi troops, 
and has had its water and electric lines cut. If the 
US were authorized to resupply the mission, it 
could lead to a conflict with the Iraqi troops that 
are surrounding the embassy.
Pakistan’s Benazir Bhutto was resoundingly 
defeated in elections there, although she and her 
supporters are claiming it was a fraudulent elec­
tion. A right wing coalition that advocates strict 
adherence to Islam won in the landslide elec­
tion.
Irish Republican Army terrorists killed 
seven and injured 35 when they attacked two 
security posts on the Irish/Northern Ireland 
border. Six men were arrested in Ireland the 
next day.
Up to 11 million people in the Sudan could 
die of famine next year, and the government is 
not letting any foreign food relief enter the 
country according to US relief officials. The
government said (hat there is indeed a food 
crisis, but that it is not as severe as is reported. 
Sudan is a country just north of the Equator in 
Africa, and is the home of 24 million people.
National News
The budget squabble between Republicans 
and Democrats continues. Bush signed an 
emergency stopgap measure lhat stopped the 
government from shutting down on Wednesday 
night, and extended the deadline through Satur­
day night. By the end of the week, a new budget 
deal was proposed that raises the taxes on gaso­
line by five cents, and on alcohol by various 
amounts depending on what type. Luxury items 
are also going to be taxed more, and the top tax 
bracket was increased from 2#c/> to 3 lr/f for 
earned income. Capital gains (i.e. profit from 
the sale of stocks, bonds, real estate, etc.) taxes 
were not increased. Many analysts say that 
Republicans will lose many scats in the house 
and a few in the Senate on Election day. Some 
Republican congressional leaders were advo­
cating that Republican candidates distance 
themselves from the White House.
Goerge Bush voted to override the “ civil 
rights’’ bill on the basis that it would lead to 
minority hiring quotas. The bill would have 
made it much easier for someone to sue an 
employer on the basis of racial discrimination. 
George Bush's override held up, as 66 senators 
voted to override, and 34 voted against overrid­
ing. A two thirds majority, or 67 votes are 
needed for an override. Bush has never had any 
veto overridden since he took office.
Labor Secretary Elizabeth Dole resigned. 
The wife of Senate Minority leader Bob Dole 
will become the head of the American Red 
Cross. Dole was the first cabinet member in the 
Bush administration to resign.
Donald Lukens. a Republican house member 
from Ohio, resigned so he would not have to 
face sexual harrassment charges. About a year 
ago. Lukens was convicted of having sex with a 
minor. The new charges of sexual harrassment 
come from a female elevator operator that 
works in the House of Representatives office 
building.
Economic News
Citicorp was forced to increase its dividend 
on new issues of preferred stock, showing that 
investors'confidence isdeclining. Citicorpalso 
announces that 45.000 employees would get no 
pay raises in the next six months. Manufac­
turer's Hanover Trust stock price fell sharply 
after it was rumored they would cut their divi­
dend. MNC Financial lost S I73 million in the 
third quarter, and it put up its credit card unit for 
sale.
NV Philips of the Netherlands announced 
that it would be eliminating 45.000 jobs, or I69f 
of its entire workforce in the next year and a half.
Philips is one of the largest electronic compa­
nies in the world.
Oil prices were up, and the stock market was 
down due to uneasiness over the situation in the 
gulf and the budget.
compiled by George Regnery 
New speak Staff
continued from  page 1
First responders come to WPI
Sincaglia is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Frank P. 
Sincaglia Jr. of Chagrin Falls. He is enrolled in 
the Institute's dual-degree B.S./M.S. program, 
which will lead to a bachelor's degree in me­
chanical engineering and a Master's degree in 
fire protection engineering. Sincaglia remains 
an active member of the Chagrin Falls Fire 
Department, where he has volunteered since 
high school. He was recently named a winner of 
a Fire Service Scholarship, a $5,000 award to 
support his fire protection engineering studies, 
which was made possible by a grant from
CIGNA Corporation, with additional support 
from Volunteer Firemen's Insurance Services 
Inc.. a subsidiary of the Glatfelter Insurance 
Group in York, Pennsylvania.
Wong, the son of James and Sharon Wong of 
New York City, is majoring in electrical engi­
neering with biomedical interests. He is em­
ployed as an EM T  for Worcester Himmer Am­
bulance and is a member of the Auburn, Mass., 
Fire Department. He plans to study for a mas­
ter’s degree in biomedical engineering after he 
graduates from W PI.
✓  .i inuyLj, i i . i i n  .yiui 1 .....................
IBM PC-COMPATIBLE TUTORIAL SCHEDULE FOR TERM B
by the Office of Academic Computing
Some classes are offered in the PC  Classroom, Higgins 221 A, while others are in the 
Advanced Document Preparation (A D P) Lab, Fuller Labs B I6 , a ll from 2:30 to 3:30 on 
the days indicated below:
Mon Oct. 29 WordPerfect 5.1 1 AD P Lab
Tue Oct. 30 WordPerfect 5.1 11 AD P Lab
Mon Nov. 5 MS-DOS I PC Classroom
Wed Nov. 7 MS-DOS II PC Classroom
Thu Nov. 8 MS-DOS III PC Classroom
Mon Nov. 12 PC-TeX I PC Classroom
Mon Nov. 14 PC-TeX II PC Classroom
Thu Nov. 15 W P I Network Comm. AD P Lab
(inc. Kermit, FTP, T ELN ET )
Mon Nov. 19 DrawPerfect 1.1 I AD P Lab
Tue Nov. 20 DrawPerfect 1.1 II AD P Lab
Note: Handouts are available for most of the classes. If there are any questions, call ex­
tension 5197 or 5016.
r \  '■ ^
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6:30 PM - 8 :30  PM  
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WASHINGTON
BANGKOK
VENICE CENTER FOR MUNICIPAL STUDIES 
IRELAND SAN FRANCISCO 
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Arts and Entertainment
r Y e a h ,  Y e a h ,  Y e a h ,  Y e a h
\
R e c o rd  R e v ie w J
by Jo e  Parker, 
Corey Jenks, 
and Troy Nielsen
This week we have scrounged up a third 
person to join in the fun. Welcome abroard, 
Corey! Unfortunately this week we only have 
one recording to review; and it's an EP at that. 
“ Yeah Yeah Yeah Yeah Yeah” (lsland Records) 
by the Pogues is the object of our bitter criticism 
this week. W e ’ll start with Troy.
Troy: First, a little background. The Pogues 
are a band from London (not Ireland) with a 
strong background in Irish and English folk 
music. They like to write in the traditional folk 
style and rock it up after a few guzzles of strong 
Irish whiskey. That’s part of the tradition. 
Perhaps you saw lead singer Shane MacGowan 
hamming it up on the stage of Saturday Night 
Live a while ago. But anyways..
The tape features only 4 songs. I actually like 
all four songs, too. It’s interesting to see the 
contrast between side one and side two. Side 
one features more basic rock structures while 
the second side is strictly folk music, complete 
with appropriate instrumentation of banjo, 
mandolin, fiddle, accordian, and drums. One of 
the songs, “ Jack’s Hero’s”  is about a soccer 
team, I think. I know you two guys didn’t 
particularly adore the second side. Tell us about 
it...
Corey: Speaking for myself. I mainly liked 
the fist side. The title song, “ Yeah, Yeah,...” 
was a good start. Though a little repetative it 
maintained a strong melody and a good beat. 
The next artistic sound came from “ Honky Tonk 
Woman” . This followed the same standard 
style as the first and was enjoyable. The accor­
dian playing was a nice touch. I was disap­
pointed with the fact that there were only two 
songs on the first side. I feel if they continued 
with the style and good rhythm of the first two 
songs it wood have been a better album. The 
second side took me completely by surprise. 
The first song sounded like an old Irish drinking 
song, sung by a drunk Irishman. After the initial 
shock died down the second song on this side
was likable and ended the album on a good note. 
Well I have babbled for long enough, I wonder 
what Joe thinks???
Joe: Well, I liked the EP. (I can’t bring 
myself to say album, because it was only four 
songs, and it goes for full price, 
R R R R IIIIPPPP !) The first side, as Corey said 
was straight out rock and roll. I liked the first 
song, “ Yeah'", but l can’t really say why. It was 
just all around good. W e were even blessed with 
the Long Version. Then came the cover of 
“ Honky Tonk Woman” , which was also really 
cool. I like the touch of placing the accordion in 
there for what is normally the guitar riff. I like 
the way they adapted the folk instruments to the 
rock genre. It was really good. I have to agree 
with Corey about “ Jack’s Hero” , it did sound 
like a total drunken song. It was the E P ’s only 
detrement, I think. It was a good folk song, I 
guess, but out of place after the first side. The 
last scmg, “ Whiskey In /fJar**-, ('dp!i’ll the Long 
Version) was still a folk song, but better than 
“ Jack’s...”  It was also cool. The ironic part is 
that they wrote “ Jack’s", but “ Whiskey...”  is a 
traditional arrangement with additions by the 
Pogues and the Dubliners.
I don’t like the fact that the lyrics were not 
included. I ’m not an advocate of the PMRC, but
I like to read what’s going on. Especially when 
you can’t really hear everything clearly. Be­
sides, it helps you learn the words. I liked it, but 
wouldn't pay that much for it. I guess I give it 
a 7.5 (get it? I like three outta four, amazing!!) 
and would suggest you check it out, if you have 
the dough. Guys..?..
Corey: Well in general it was an O.K. album/ 
EP. I think I would rate it as a 6. I agree with Joe 
that three out of the four songs are good, but I 
think they could have made a few more songs to 
put on before they record an album and charge 
full price.
Troy: One thing that could probably account 
for the extreme difference in style between the 
two sides (and Joe agrees with me on this re­
mark) is that Steve Lillywhite produced the first 
side, while Dave Jordan and Terry Woods pro­
duced the second side. Corey now informs me
F o o t h i l l s  T h e a t e r  i s  a  s o u r c e  o f  o f f  
c a m p u s  e n t e r t a i n m e n t
by Jenn ifer Kavka 
News Ed itor
There are lots of things to do on campus but 
there are some things in the city worthwhile. For 
example, the Foothills Theater, situated be­
tween Filene’s department store and the parking 
garage, puts on plays regurlarly. The most 
recent play was A in 't Misbehavin' , a musical 
composed by Fats Waller and directed by Rich­
ard Maltby, Jr..
This musical brought forth many catchy, 
energetic, and sizzling musical tunes significant 
of the late I920’s and early I930’s. The five 
actors and actresses were performing these 
songs in a speakeasy in Harlem and portrayed 
the ups and downs of life at this time. The 
characters were all involved with each other in 
that they made impacts on each others’ lives.
They made the audience get caught up in their 
sadness, happiness, revenge, and the other 
emotions the songs contained. The last songs 
the actors performed were songs that were Fats 
Waller’s hits.
The actors and actresses were excellent in 
their performances. They added sparkling wit 
and energy to the stage. They kept their names 
as the characters and are Frank A. Farrow, III, 
Consuelo Hill, Janice Lorraine, Richie McCall, 
and Mennie Nelson. Altogether, this play was 
excellent and well directed.
Since this play is no longer at the Foothills 
Theater, there are others to see. Among those 
are The Importance of Being Earnest, My Three 
Angels, Driving Miss Daisy, Rashomon, and 
The Dining Room. There are student rush tick­
ets available fifteen minutes before the show for 
six dollars with a college I.D..
The City of New York’s Dept, of Personnel offers a variety of internships— programs 
for undergrad and grad students.
The Urban Fellows, Govt. Scholars, Mayor’s Corps of Engineers, and Citywide 
Summer Internship programs provide students with enriching experiences and expose 
them to the exciting challenges found in public service. (Plus a paycheck).
Applications and brochures are available in Boynton Hall, 3rd floor in the OGCP 
^office (Sinclair Hall) on the Internship/Fellowship bulletin board.
Freshman Class 
Election Results
Freshman Class Officer elections were held on October 4th and 5th. 
The results of this election are as follows:
John Coyle 
Tracey Clifford 
Michelle Giglio 
Mary Auger 
Dan Beauregard
President
Vice-President
Treasurer
Secretary
Class Representative
that he, too. agrees. Steve Lillywhite. famous 
for his work with U2, seems to prefer a more 
traditional rock sound with Irish inflections. 
Obviously, the other two producers are staunch 
dyed-in-the-wool Irish folk music lovers. Eve­
rything on the second side is traditional— from 
the instruments to the vocal style.
All of the songs, I must admit, have ex­
tremely catchy melodies. You can not eradicate 
these songs from your brain once you hear them. 
The one particular melody I can’t be relieved of 
is the chorus to “ Whiskey In A Jar."
The lyrics, as you said Joe, are nearly indis­
cernible. Close attention must be paid to 
Shane’s slurring style because it has a tendency 
to mask the correct pronunciations of the words.
All in all, I really enjoyed the EP. My only 
criticism is that it is too short. My rating would 
probably be a 7.263456 out of 10. If you like 
traditional or mainstream rock, you may be 
disappointed with the Pogues. But if you like to 
experiment with rock with ethnic influences, 
then try the Pogues. Yeah!
Dr. David Wyman spoke at WPI
by Stephen Brown 
Worcester Area Campus M inistry
Dr. David Wyman came to Worcester Poly­
technic Institute on October 25 to give a special 
presentation on “ America and the Holocaust." 
Dr. Wyman is a noted scholar on the Holocaust 
and author of the book The Abandonment of the 
Jews. His lecture was at 11 :(K) in Salisbury 105. 
followed by a luncheon discussion in Morgan A 
at 12:15.
Dr. Wyman is professor of History at the 
University of Massachusetts at Amherst where 
he is also chair of the Judaic Studies Depart­
ment. Dr. Wyman teaches courses on American 
History and on the Holocaust. He also serves as 
a Special Advisor to the Holocaust Memorial 
Council.
Dr. Wyman’s Lecture, “ America and the 
Holocaust" is based on his outstanding book. 
The Abandonment of the Jews. The book, 
winner of such awards as the National Jewish 
Book Award, details the U.S. policy towards the 
Jews during the Holocaust; describing in hor­
rific detail the failure to change immigration 
quotas, refusing to mount rescue missions, and 
even declining to bomb the railroad lines which 
led to Auschwitz.
Dr. Wyman spoke at three colleges on Octo­
ber 25. he spoke in the morning, 10-1 lam at 
W P I, followed by a luncheon for local clergy 
and students, then spoke at Clark University 
from 4-6pm. Finally, in cooperation with Worc­
ester State College, Dr. Wyman spoke at 
Temple Emmanuel at 8:(X)pm; this lecture was 
also for the general public. Dr. Wyman was 
brought to W PI by a coalition of faculty and 
student groups listed below:
Humanities Department at W PI 
Dean of Students Office at W PI 
Hillel at W PI
Judaic Studies Department at Clark
Speakers Forum at Clark
Jewish Student Coalition at Clark
Guest Artist and Lectures at Worcester State
Temple Emmanuel
Worcester Area Campus Ministry
E a t i n g  I n
Step 1: Can You Say Vegetable?
by Kelly McQueeney ’91
Hey! How many healthy vegetables have 
you attacked today?
50 purple pieces of paper, our “ famous IQP 
36-hour survey,”  have come back telling us that 
no one is eating enough fruits and vegetables. 
Everyone needs to eat at least four servings 
every day.
Fruits and vegetables provide essential vita­
mins and minerals that your body uses up from 
being stressed or from staying up too late. Some 
of the vitamins you need to replace every day 
include vitamins C, B l ,  B2, B6, Pantothenic 
acid, and folacin. Some of the effects from the 
lack of vitamins include muscular weakness, 
skin disorders, and general fatigue.
Now that we’ve gotten your attention, we are 
Kajsa, Kelly, and Josh. As a supplement to our 
IQP, “ Nutrition on the College Campus," we 
will be publishing a series of weekly columns to 
emphasize the need to eat healthy foods. If there
are any specific issues that you would like us to 
address, or if you would like to fill out a survey, 
contact box 581.
Vegetables do not have to be intimidating or 
time-consuming. Some frozen vegetables can 
take as little as 3 minutes to cook, so it’s absurd 
to complain about their preparation time. Fresh 
veggie sticks are as easy to grab and just as 
convenient as a candy bar.
Fresh vegetables have the most vitamins and 
taste better than any kind of processed greens. 
Apples and broccoli, forexample, are in season 
now, but if you miss the prime time of year for 
your favorite garden product, it is better to buy 
it frozen than canned.
Fruits and vegetables lose their nutrients in 
the process of canning and preserving. Before 
you do buy frozen vegetables however, watch 
out for that sneaky preservative, salt.
Next week, the answer to that burning ques­
tion, “ HOW  DO I ST A Y  A W A K E  IN M Y 8 
O ’C LO CK C LA SS ?”
M u s i c  T r i v i a
by Troy N ielsen
This week we’re concentrating on the Who.
Questions:
1). In what year did the band form (with the name the Who)?
2). What is Pete Townsend’s full name?
3). What instruments besides bass do John Entwhistle play?
4). What instruments besides guitar do Pete Townsend play?
5). Name the district of London where the group formed.
6). In their early years. The Who virtually became a “ house band” at what London club.
7). Pete Townsend has frequently smashed different brands of guitars. Name his favorite brand 
of guitars from the early years of the Who.
8). After Keith Moon’s wild 2()th birthday party in Michigan, the Who was subsequently 
permanently banned from a major American hotel chain. Name the chain.
9). Explain what Roger Daltrey did to his microphones to keep him losing his grip on the 
microphone.
10). When Keith Moon died, the Who found a new drummer. Name him and the band he was 
previously in.
Answers:
1). 1964.
2). Peter Denis Blansford Townsend
3). French Horn and Trumpet.
4). Banjo and Keyboards.
5). Sheperd’s Bush.
6). “The Marquee”
7). Rickenbacker.
8). Holiday Inn.
9). Tied a hankie around the microphone to absorb the sweat.
10). Kenney Jones from the band The Small Faces.
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WPI women’s volleyball: 1990 city and state
by Kim Johnson ‘91
This year the women of W PI have had a 
tough time on the volleyball court. But though 
they struggled through a tough season in the 
past two weekends, they have shown everyone 
what they are capable of doing. Two weekends 
ago, W PI hosted the annual Worcester City 
Tournament. Our women first set out and were 
successful in beating Clark - the first time in at 
least four years. They then went on to beat 
Assumption easily. Unfortunately, the next 
match was a let-down for the Engineers, as they 
lost to Worcester State in two tough games. 
But those W P I women would not give up that 
easily. They had played well enough earlier in 
the day to earn themselves a spot in the finals 
where they again faced Assumption College. 
There was no stopping the Engineers now. 
They went on to defeat Assumption to take the
city title. Amy Shoemaker and Stephanie Buhl 
were named lor the All-Tournament Team. 
The trophy for tournament M VP was awarded 
to Michelle LaBoeuf.
The next weekend was even more exciting. 
W P I traveled out to Boston to participate in the 
championship tournament for Division III of 
the NCAA. First thing that morning, the Engi­
neers pulled it together after a slow start to 
defeat Regis College in a three game match. 
Next the women were to face the home team. 
Simmons College for another three game 
match-up. Unfortunately, the Engineers could 
not hold on after their win over Regis and fell 
to Simmons. After the break. W P I was still 
down after their recent loss to the first seeded 
team. They faced Fitchburg State, a weaker 
hitting team, but were not able to come up with 
the power plays to clench another victory. It 
was now time for the finals and again as luck
V o l l e y b a l l  w i n s  M A I A W  s t a t e  t o u r n a m e n t
The women's volleyball team continued its 
late season surge this past week with a cham­
pionship at the M A IA W  tournament. W PI 
defeated Regis College and Simmons College 
to earn the championship. The two victories 
brought the Engineers' record to 8-16. For the 
day, freshman Kathy French (Groton. M A) had
a team high 21 kills and junior Michele Le­
Boeuf (Nashua, NH) had eight blocks to lead 
the team. Also contributing to the champion­
ship was junior Amy Shoemaker (Bellevue, 
Ohio) with 36 set assists and junior Stephanie 
Buhl (Weymouth. M A) with a team-leading 35 
digs.
Field hockey remains undefeated
The women’s field hockey team continued 
its torrid pace last week with victories over 
Wellesley College, 6-0, and Division li Lowell 
4-2. Senior Nicky McGowan of Limerick. 
Ireland continues to pace the Engineers in the 
scoring column. McGowan has tallied 17 
goals and dished out 17 assists. Sophmore Sue
Tarallo (Shrewsbury. MA) is also having a fine 
year with 18 goals and six assists. Junior goalie 
Kim Gabis (Gardener, MA) has stopped 73 
shots while allowing only five goals. She has
11 shutouts on the season. Field hockey closes 
out the regular season with a home game 
against M IT  on Tuesday at 7:15pm
W o m e n ’s  c r o s s  c o u n t r y  p l a c e s  f o u r t h  
i n  N e w - 8  c h a m p i o n s h i p s
The women's cross country team earned a 
fourth place finish last weekend at the NEW-8 
Championships held at Mount Holyoke Col­
lege. Smith finished first with 23 points, 
Wellesley had 61, M IT  was third with 78 and 
the Engineers had 122. Freshman Tracy Clif­
ford of Latham. NY earned top honors for W PI 
with a 15th place position in a time of 21:08. 
Freshman Jennifer Harmon of Tewksbury, M A 
also had a strong showing with a time of 21:35, 
good for 21st place overall.
would have it. W PI would sneak into the finals 
because they had won the most games through­
out the day. In the finals, they again faced 
Simmons College. The women Engineers 
were determined to make their mark this time. 
They rallied together to win the first and then 
the second game of the match which would 
make them Division III champions for the first 
time since the 1987 season three years ago.
Congratulations to all of the girls on the team but 
especially tofreshman Kathy French for serving 
the final points of the match.
The women's volleyball season is quickly 
coining to a close as the women Engineers will 
play SM U tonight for their last non-tourna- 
ment match of the season. Thursday night 
begins the New-8 Conference qualifying 
rounds. W P I will be playing M IT at Smith
College.
M e n ' s  S o c c e r  T o p s  B r a n d e i s
by Gregory Humora
Last Tuesday in Waltham, the W PI Men's 
Soccer team knocked off traditional soccer 
powerhouse Brandeis 2-0. Coach Alan King 
said that it was the first time that he could ever 
remember shutting out the Judges on their 
home field (King has been the varsity soccer 
coach for over thirty years.) At the end of the 
first half the teams were even at 0-0 with the 
play back and forth at a high pace. Brandeis had 
the best scoring opportunity of the half.
After sophomore defender Ross Weyman 
inadvertent^uuched the ball with his hand in­
side the 18'yard line, the home team was 
awarded a penalty kick but were unable to con­
vert it. At the start of the second half Brandeis 
came out flying and W P I was sluggish.
But after fifteen minutes the Engineers were 
able to settle down and began to get some scor­
ing opportunitites. Sophomore forward Matt 
Cote broke the deadlock at the 69 minute mark 
with a nice chip that burnt the Brandeis keeper. 
Only six minutes later a hustling Scott 
Doughty was pulled down inside the penalty 
box and the Engineers were awarded a penalty 
kick. Senior co-captain Peter Francis made it 
2-0 with 15 minutes to go with a blast to the 
lower left pannel. Throughout the game W PI 
exhibited some excellent man-to-man marking 
keeping the speedy Judges at bay. Junior 
Goalkeeper Greg Humora made nine saves re­
cording his fifth shutout of the year.
M e n ' s  s o c c e r  s t u m b l e s :  f a l l s  t o  8 - 6 - 1
The soccer team struggled last week and 
dropped two out of three games. The Engineers 
defeated Division II St. Anselm College 3-1 
then had losses to W N EC  6-2, and Lowell 1-0. 
Junior Greg Tucker (Nashua, NH) has emerged 
as the team’s scoring leader with 10 goals and
seven assists for27 points. Sophmore Matt Cote 
of Conway, NH is second in points with 21 (nine 
goals, three assists.) Soccer has two home 
games left on the season. The Engineers will 
host Norwich on Oct. 26 and Clark University 
on Oct. 30.
Men’s cross country finishes 
fourth in CAC championships
The Engineers finished fourth at the 
Constitution Athletic Conference Champion­
ships held at Babson College last weekend. 
Coast Guard finished first with 38, Babson 
second with 44, M IT third with 78 and W P I
fourth with 91. Senior Carl Benker of Reho- 
both, MA finished sixth for the Engineers 
while teammate Asborjin Hansen of Norway 
finished ninth.
* * *  A T T E N T IO N  * * *  
B - T E R M
Physician’s 
Hours on 
Fridays 
are 
1  PM - 
4 : 3 0  PM
T H E O ’S  R E S T A U R A N T  A N D  P I Z Z A
PIZZAS, GRINDERS
NOW OPEN FROM 7 AM TO 12 MIDNIGHT
MONDAY THROUGH SUNDAY
REASONABLE PRICES:
(INCLUDING THE TAX)
SMALL PLAIN PIZZAS............................ $3.26 
(WITH WPI ID: $3.00) 
LARGE PLAIN PIZZAS.............................$6.04 
(WITH WPI ID: $5.52) 
GRINDERS....................FROM $3.00 TO $4.25
(WITH WPI ID: $0.25 OFF ANY LARGE GRINDER)
(For large amounts of pizzas and grinders, a 
better price is offered)
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Tau K appa E psilon /P h i S igm a S igm a bedsheet 
vo lleyba ll benefited  specia l O lym pics
by t\aney Hunter I  Jenny 
Assit. Dean of Students
Every year new students arrive to campus 
with great expectations and lots of “ stuff" for 
their rooms. They are quickly greeted by smil­
ing faces, cheerful hellos and hands to help 
with the unloading of their most prized posses­
sions. Who are these people who try to assist 
new students during their first few days at 
W P I? The answer: Orientation Leaders!
The process of Orientation Leader selection 
is about to begin. On Monday. November 12 at 
4:30 pm in the Lower Wedge and on Thursday. 
November 15 at 6:00pm in the Lower Wedge. 
Orientation Leader Informational Meetings 
will be held for all students who are consider­
ing applying for the “O L”  position, including 
returning OLs. This meeting will review the 
responsibilities and expectations for the posi­
tion, as well as briefly giving an overview of 
new student orientation for 1991. The program 
for next year has been shortened to three-and-. 
a-half days beginning with arrival on Saturday,! 
August 24. This meeting is mandatory for!
' ‘ ' A P
anyone interested in the O L position. Applica­
tions w ill be distributed at this time. Completed 
applications are due to the Dean of Students 
Office by Friday, November 30.
Candidates who are selected to continue in 
the process will be invited to attend the “ selec­
tion day”  on Saturday. January 19. This day is 
a wonderful opportunity to meet other students 
and administrators involved in the selection 
process. The selection day activities will begin 
at 9:30am and conclude after lunch. Group 
exercises will be used during the morning as a 
means of observing the candidates' personali­
ties and ability to get along with others. By 
January 26. students selected to be Orientation 
Leaders will be notified.
Once selected as an OL. the “ world of 
opportunity" begins. A comprehensive train­
ing program commences with an overnight 
retreat at Barlin Acres on February 9-10. 1991. 
This will involve returning OLs and new OLs 
who will engage in a variety of team-building 
;jnd leadership-development activities. The 
I’emaining five training sessions will be com­
bined during D-Term. These sessions will
explore communications skills, diversity appre­
ciation. W PFs academic and student affairs 
programs and provide numerous opportunities 
for students to interact with faculty and staff on 
a more informal basis. O L training will con­
clude in the beginning of April.
Now that you know what it takes to become 
an OL. you might ask yourself if you H A VE 
what it takes. Qualifications for the successful 
O L include a sense of responsibility, confi­
dence in interacting with and addressing 
groups of people, ability to relate to a variety of 
personality types, creativity, leadership poten­
tial, appreciation for diversity, and a desire to 
have some rewarding fun.
If you are interested, please plan on attend­
ing one of the upcoming Informational Meet­
ings and complete an application form copies 
of which are available in the Dean of Students 
Office. New student orientation is sponsored 
by the Dean of Students Office and the Office 
of Academic Advising. For specific informa­
tion, please contact Nancy Hunter Denney, 
Assistant Dean of Students.
By Ricardo J .  Behar
Serve! Set it up! Spike! Block! Point! 
These would be the words you would have 
heard if you walked into Harrington Audito­
rium and Alumni Gym two weeks ago. 1 am 
talking about the Tau Kappa Epsilon/Phi 
Sigma Sigma bedsheet volleyball tournament 
which took place in both of W P I's  gymnasiums 
on October 10-11. It was organized by the Phi 
Sigma Sigma sorority and by the Tau Kappa 
Epsilon fraternity. It was a big event and an 
even bigger success! More than 250 students 
participated. Everyone was invited, teams had 
only to get six to ten people and pay a small 
entry fee for the tournament, the proceeds from 
which will be donated to the Special Olympics 
and the National Kidney foundation (official 
charities of Tau Kappa Epsilon and Phi Sigma 
Sigma, respectively.) Eleven fraternities, 
three sororities and many W P I clubs also at­
tended the event, making 32 teams in all.
The games were set up in a typical playoff 
elimination style. There were net and line 
judges from both Tau Kappa Epsilon and Phi 
Sigma Sigma. Most of the games were held in 
Harrington on October 10 during the whole 
day.
For those of you who do not know what 
bedsheet volleyball is, it is very similar to 
volleyball with some modifications in the set­
up and the rules. Bedsheets are hung from the 
top of the net, so that the teams are unable to see 
the ball on the opponent team's side. Points are 
also scored on every play. These unique 
changes make the games fast and exciting, 
leading to fun for all.
The quarterfinals, semifinals, and finals 
took place in Alumni Gym on the next day. The 
winner of the tournament was Sigma Phi Epsi­
lon fraternity. They received a prize of 
$100.00. The team consisted of 9 players and 
the coach. The team consisted of: Chris 
DeGregory, Steve Antoniello (Ragu,) J. Ray 
(Jumpin’ Jay,) Mike Lohan (Slowman,) Dave 
Tweedt (Brop.) Danny Greenwood (D.G..)
A  w o r ld  o f  o p p o r t u n i t y  a w a i t s
O rien tation  leaders  so u g h t
Mike Ingram (Ingy.) Brian Kinsley (B.C..) 
Bryin Mylott ( I did it for Jonny.) and the coach. 
Walt Kretzer (Beaver.) The team won 2 games 
to 1 game and they also returned their prize, so 
that it would also be donated to the Special 
Olympics and the National Kidney foundation. 
Tau Kappa Epsilon and Phi Sigma Sigma are 
grateful to Sigma Phi Epsilon for this excep­
tional display of charity.
The joint efforts of Tau Kappa Epsilon and 
Phi Sigma Sigma enabled the Bedsheet Volley­
ball Tournament to run smoothly and success­
fully. Almost all the members from Tau Kappa 
Epsilon and Phi Sigma Sigma helped in the 
preparation and execution of the activity. Spe­
cial thanks to Frank Davidson. Jeff Weiss, and
Dave Newman from Tau Kappa Epsilon and 
Maryellen O ’Connel, Jennifer Cramer, and 
Debora Long from Phi Sigma Sigma. Due to the 
success of this event, Tau Kappa Epsilon and 
Phi Sigma Sigma have decided to make a Tau 
Kappa Epsilon/Phi Sigma Sigma Bedsheet 
Volleyball tournament an annual event. Make 
plans to have your team enter next year!
Sample of some of the action at the bedsheet volleyball tournament.
NKW SPKAk STAKK PHOTO / JASON KDKI.KI.UTK
Newman Club 
and
The Caltholic Campus Ministry 
Term B Calendar
Newman Club
November 2nd - Newman Graduate Seminar 12:00 (Noon) at the Center
November 5th - Executive Board Meeting 8:00 PM at the Center
November 9th - Havride and Cookout Start at the Center - 5:30 PM
November 16th - Crop Collection Wedge at Noontime
December 3rd - Executive Board Meeting 7:00 PM at the Center
December 4th - Christmas Carolina at Belmont Home Leave the Center at 6:30 PM
December 7th - Newman Graduate Seminar 12:00 (Noon) at Center
December 9th - Bishop’s Reception in Alden After Christmas Mass
Terry Schmidt 
President 
Box 104
Rev. Peter J  Scanlon 
Phone 757 6097
Dave Andrade 
Vice President 
Bo* 1663
Matt Dykhoff 
Secretary-Treasurer 
Box 2208
Religious Center. 19 Schussler Road, Worcester, MA 01609
Campus Ministry
Sunday Masses: 11:30 AM at Alden 
6:00 PM at Founders
Holy Davs Masses:
All Saints - November 1st
12:00 (Noon) & 5:00 PM - Alden 
Immaculate Conception - December 8th
5:00 PM Friday December 7th - Alden 
12:00 (Noon), Saturday December 8th - Alden
Office Hours: Monday, Thursday, Friday from 10:00 AM to 10:00 PM. Tuesday, 
Saturday and Sunday by appointment.
Sacrament of Reconciliation: An hour before each Mass, Fridays at Center from
3:00 PM to 5:00 PM or anytime by appointment
Pre-Cana Conference. RCIA. and Confirmation Classes had begun. If interested, 
contact Father Scanlon.
Availability: Father Scanlon is always available for emergencies - just call.
For non-emergencies, it is preferred that you make an 
appointment.
Christmas Mass - Sunday December 9th - 9:00 PM at Alden; Bishop Harrington, 
Celebrant
EV EN T S  A R E  O PEN  TO ALL
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LETTERS
C o n fu s io n  o v e r  H o m e c o m in g  k ic k  o ff  c la r if ie d
To the Editor:
There seems to have been quite a bit 
of confustion (if not plainly erroneous 
information) surrounding the Home­
coming Kickoff event held in Gom­
pei’s Place on Friday evening, October 
5th. Perhaps, as coordinator of the 
event, I can clarify the series of deci­
sions which led to I ) hosting an alumni 
event in Gompei’s and 2) the eventual 
decision to admit of-age students.
Every year the Worcester County 
Alumni Club, the largest of W P I’s 
many regional alumni clubs around the 
country, hosts a Homecoming Kick- 
Off Reception the Friday night of 
Homecoming Weekend. Tradition­
ally, all W P I alumni are invited to 
attend as guest of the Worcester 
County Club. For the past few years, 
the event has been held off campus and 
attendance has varied.
This year, in an effort to increase the 
return of young alumni for Homecom­
ing. we discussed moving the Kick-Off 
Reception back to campus, specifi­
cally to Gompei’s Place. Because our 
idea involved a facility typically used 
for student functions. Alumni Office 
staff met with the Vice President of
Stucent Affairs to discuss the feasibil­
ity of the idea. While it is not uncom­
mon to host an alumni event where 
alcohol is served, our biggest events 
typically take place when students are 
not on campus.
In accordance with the current alco­
hol policy and given that the proposed 
idea was for an alumni event, we did 
not even venture to suggest admitting 
students: our plan received a green 
light from the Vice President of Stu­
dent Affairs. Because we finalized 
these plans in early July, we did not 
discuss the idea with the Dean of Stu­
dents, who was on vacation at that 
time. Having finalized operations with 
the Worcester County Club, the Event 
Coordinator’s Office, Food Service, 
and Campus Police we mailed the 
Homecoming Program to alumni in 
mid-August.
O f course the Alumni Office re­
ceived inquiries from 21-year-old stu­
dents interested in attending this event. 
I attended the Student Govemmenl 
meeting on September 25 to explain 
that the Gompei's event was the tradi­
tional Homecoming Kick-Off event, 
sponsored by the Worcester County 
Club and to which only alumni (in view
Help with computers 
needed on campus
To the editor:
I would like to express a concern 
over the lack of dependable and formal 
computer help resources on the W PI 
campus. The availability of such re­
sources for inexperienced computer 
users and for students taking program­
ming courses should be a serious con­
sideration. in other areas, help re­
sources exist. Calculus and basic sci­
ence students have M.A.S.H. (Math 
And Science Help) to rely on to help 
them master their coursework. But all 
too often, an inexperienced computer 
science student is left floundering, 
trying to leam an unfamiliar program­
ming language while being severely 
hampered by not understanding the 
computer system he or she must use. 
Even those students that are not major­
ing in computer science often find that 
they must use the computers on cam­
pus in some application for other 
courses and are hindered by their lack 
of knowledge about the system. At the 
very least, a student will eventually 
find it necessary to venture into the 
CCC to word-process a sufficiency or 
an IQP. There are several ways the 
level of computer awareness can be 
raised:
I. Have a required course for all 
freshmen that will show the basics of 
the most commonly used computer 
systems on campus: Banyan, along 
with PC Write: Encore, plus getting
around in U N IX , using mail, ftp, and 
the myriad of other powerful uses it 
has; and MS-DOS for the PCs.
2. Run a I/2 hour introductory ses­
sion every week for new users.
3. Either integrate computer sci­
ence help into M.A.S.H., or have a 
separate computer science help group 
that parallels the functions of 
M.A.S.H.
4. Have an identified help source on 
the Encore for users to direct questions 
about the system. (i.e. 
help@wpi.wpi.edu)
5. Gel the local chapter of ACM 
(Association for Computing Machin­
ery) to be more visible and active. (I, a 
junior computer science major, did not 
even know a local chapter existed until 
this year. By the way, the W P I chapter 
of ACM is sponsored by Prof. Gen- 
nert. Questions may be directed to 
acm@wpi.wpi.edu.) ACM has already 
planned some tutoring help for Pascal 
and runs classes on C for anyone who 
wishes to come.
And finally, in a society that is 
becoming increasingly computer-ori­
ented. allowing students to graduate 
without knowing the many powerful 
applications of computers is an ex­
treme disservice. W P I should take 
action to raise the computer awareness 
of its students to prepare them to meet 
the challenges of the future.
Kristina L. W ood'92
S t u d e n t  d i s l i k e s  c a l c u l u s  p r o p o s a l
To the Editor:
The proposed curriculum develop­
ment project for calculus | Newspeak 
10/9/90) removes (at least to the pres­
ent author) another question mark re­
garding the mystery of the bad shape of 
the educational system in this country.
The main ideas seem to be the 
breaking down of the program into 10 
groups and the introduction of short 
projects. In addition, the proposed 
segmentation is equaled to flexibility.
No doubt there is some good to 
groupings. Thus, it has been tradi­
tional to teach math separately as cal­
culus and algebra, or chemistry as 
inorganic, organic and physical. And I 
for one like the idea of having projects 
incorporated into (all) courses. How­
ever, at the very best, there does not 
seem to be any need for the proposed 
curriculum.
Let me First address the issue of 
projects. It is beyond my understand­
ing as to why a segmented course is 
necessary in order to incorporate proj­
ects into it. Hence to make it the entire 
point of the program is quite vacuous.
It is also hard to see much flexibility 
in the proposed sectioning. It is ac­
knowledged lhat everybody would 
have to take Gp. I and II and that Gp. 
IV  is dependent on Gp. III. This
should not be news to anyone. If part of 
the proposed flexibility lies in being 
able to take either of Gp. V or V II 
independently of the others, one would 
be templed to cry foul since these two 
topics are not generally considered to 
be part of calculus anyway. One inter­
esting proposition is the possibility of 
studying only one of either differential 
or integral calculus. This might be 
feasible - though the minds behind the 
proposal do not themselves believe so 
in listing Gp. II as a requirement for 
Gp. IV.
In the light of the above, it does not 
seem like the program would have a lot 
to offer. We should not have any 
difficulty in setting up the project pari 
without outside help, while the pro­
posed partition is not of much use. 
Indeed, most students tend to treat such 
type of groupings as completely dis­
joint. In conclusion, let me recount the 
sad story of an M.E. student (sopho­
more I believe) whom I once, very 
briefly, tutored in differential equa­
tions. I was showing him how to solve 
a trivial first orderdifferenlial equation 
when he stopped me and murmured: 
“ ...what you are doing is calculus... not 
differential equations.”
“Graduate Student''
of the policy staled above) were in­
vited. Al this same Student Govern­
ment meeting, Janet Richardson 
shared with the group that the Dean of 
Students Office endorses the official 
position that of-age students should be 
allowed access to alcohol under re­
sponsible circumstances. She relayed 
the fact that the Drug and Alcohol 
Standing Commiltee was in the proc­
ess of proposing a new drug and alco­
hol policy lo the administration which 
allows of-age students to sponsor 
events which include alcohol.
The Drug and Alcohol Standing 
Committee proposed the new policy 
(which allows recognized student 
groups operating under established 
regulations lo host events serving alco­
hol lo students 2 1 and over) to both the 
Executive Committee and the Presi­
dent's Cabinet the Monday and Tues­
day before Homecoming. The Thurs­
day before Homecoming, I met with 
President Strauss to review Home­
coming Weekend. During our conver­
sation, the President asked if of-age 
students could be allowed entrance to
the event. Our office had no objections 
to the suggestion and subsequently the 
President made the decision to admit 
students who were 2 1 years of age. He 
then communicated the change to the 
Vice President of Student Affairs.
In the end, we were pleased to see a 
large number of young alumni return to 
campus to attend this Homecoming 
Kick-Off. It is our hope that the event 
becomes a new tradition for W PI.
Lisa M. Hastings 
Associate Alumni Director
Fraternities should not be BYOB
To the Editor:
I am writing this letter on behalf of 
my fraternity and anyone else who 
agrees with that I am about lo say. 
Tonight, October 30th, there will be an 
IFC President’s meeting at whichitbpjje 
will be a vote laken to decide if parties 
at W P I’s fraternities will be BYO B, 
meaning no kegs. This is brought on by 
partial appeal from the Assistant Dean 
of Sludenls, Nancy Hunter Denney, 
who is asking that the IFC  as a whole 
adopl this policy. Mrs. Denney is 
pressing this issue because I ’m sure 
she would like to see any “ organized" 
drinking eliminated from this campus. 
Her rationale, which is relatively le­
gitimate, is that national fraternities are 
trying to limit the abuse of alcohol by 
prohibiting kegs. She wants to influ­
ence the rules since she cannot make 
them, only enforce them. However, 
she is overlooking the big picture.
If parties become BY O B , who will 
be held accountable? Certainly not the 
school or the person who steps inside 
any house; it is the owner of that house 
(the fraternities). If a student throws a 
parly at his or her parents’ house and
there is a lawsuit because of a problem 
at the party, the parents are the ones 
who end upon trial. As the IFC policy 
stands now, the fralernities are already 
liable, not W P I or individuals at the 
party. BY O B  or not, the fraternities 
still take the responsibility for a party.
To attempt to stay unaccountable 
under a B Y O B  policy, the fraternities 
would each have to apply for a liquor 
licence. To actually get one would be 
highly unlikely since we are classified 
as lodging houses and not as restau­
rants or clubs. A good example of this 
is the Acapulco Restaurant. They have 
to renew their liquor licence annually 
to remain a B Y O B  establishment.
That’s the legal side; here’s the 
realistic side. If  this policy is endorsed 
and enforced, where will all the parties 
be? You don’t actually think people 
will stop drinking on campus because 
of this rule, do you? I think the W PI 
Police and R .A .’s will have their hands 
full trying to stop an increased number 
of small parties all over campus rather 
than responding to a neighbor’s plea to 
quiet down a contained fraternity 
party. Just like Prohibition, this will 
not reduce drinking but only make it
illegal. If people do not decide to stick 
around and break rules on the week­
end, however, they will either go home 
or road-trip to other schools. This 
would make W P I a very boring place 
on weekends.
The purpose of this letter is to try 
and sway the minds of any fraternity 
president willing to vote for the B Y O B  
policy. The ones that will vote for it 
have national policies that would allow 
a BY O B  party and they feel that they 
must follow these policies to the letter. 
However, if they don’t vote for it they 
can still follow their national policies 
and not change the way other fraterni­
ties on campus conduct their parties. 
This means that the purpose of the IFC  
will be upheld; to govern ourselves and 
not allow the school to tell us how to 
run our houses.
By the way, if anyone thinks this is 
just an appeal to let us drink our eyes 
out they can talk to the brothers in our 
house that don’t drink who want the 
BY O B  policy shot down. They like 
parties just the way they are.
Brion Wynn
Secretary, Phi Kappa Theta
Reich has a few things to learn
To the Editor:
I would like to direct this letter to 
Alton Reich, author of Observations 
From The Asylum.
Mr. Reich, there are obviously 
many things about pregnant women 
lhat you don’t yel know.
First, I ’d like to tell you that I am a 
pregnant woman on staff. I am 20 
years old and as this is the first time 
I ’ve ever done Ihis, I find it very 
strange and kind of scary at times, too.
First ihings first; referring to your 
September 25 article, I find it very 
tasteless and tacky lo discuss the fe­
male anatomy the way you do. Yes, the 
female breast is pretty amazing consid­
ering all il does, but then again, so is the 
whole female body; but I really don’t 
feel that it’s necessary lo discuss it as a 
"two-cylinder fuel injected engine 
with 8 valves per cylinder.”  Person­
ally, I find that gross! 1 seriously can’t 
imagine your wife being very happy 
with that comment either. It’s a won­
der that you haven’t gotten your face 
slapped yet. Then again, maybe you 
have.
After reading last week’s article 
(October 2), I was repulsed. I ’d hoped 
that the September 25 issue as just an 
inconsiderate one-time thing. I con­
gratulate you on surviving another 
week, but its really too bad that you’re 
“ dead tired”  and not just dead. I would 
like to “just cut your heart out with a 
spoon and get it over with quick,”  but I 
highly doubt your wife would appreci­
ate it.
I don’t appreciate being called 
"nothing if not a little round, very 
touchy, and irritable.”  I really think 
you should have more respecl for preg­
nant women. I bet you would feel a 
whole lot different if it was your back 
hurting from carrying an extra 15 lbs. 
around, if you couldn’t do all the things 
you normally do, like walk, sit, stand, 
bend over, etc., so easily anymore! It’s 
hard to stay cheery when half the time
you feel like kicking and screaming 
and crying and laughing all at the same 
time because your hormones are out of 
whack! Oh, and by the way, it’s pretty 
disconcerting to know that if you look 
down, your feet are nowhere to be 
seen! O f course then the prospect of all 
that upcoming LA BO R  PAIN! Boy, I 
have to wonder if it was happening to 
you, could you handle it so well?
Now, you are LU C K Y  if you can 
get any sleep at all! Try having leg 
cramps, your hands and feet swelling, 
backaches galore, having to flop 
around all night just to get comfort­
able! Now, it’s a wonder lhat W E  get 
any sleep at all!
By the way, as a last little note, since 
you helped your wife in creating this 
situation, try loving her a little more 
and appreciating her a little more in­
stead of calling her “ Attila-the- 
Hunny.”
Heather Belton
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LETTERS / COMMENTARY
U n h a p p y  a b o u t  t h e  t i c k e t i n g  p o l i c y
To The Editor:
As a member of the W P I commu­
nity. I would like to vent some anger 
regarding the W P I Police Depart­
ment’s ticketing policy.
As we are all aware, the W P I Police 
perform many tasks on campus that are 
vital to the safety and security of the
students, staff and faculty. All one 
needs is to look at the Police Log in 
Newspeak each week to see the many 
hospital trips for injured students or 
disturbances quelled. I would even 
admit that the W P I Police perform a 
great service in ticketing vehicles 
which are illegally parked in the Visi­
tor’s Assigned parking areas. I have
occasionally been one of these, and 
have been more than willing to pay the 
ticket.
However, imagine my surprise 
when a former roommate (and current 
alumnus) visiting me here on campus 
received a ticket for parking in Beech 
Tree Circle. We decided to call the 
Police to question the ticket. After
F a c u l t y  a r e  p e o p le ,  t o o
To the Editor:
I see that it is faculty bashing season 
again.
The faculty expect students to bash 
them every so often. Students have to 
practice expressing their opinions, and 
need to rail against authority. The 
faculty are expected to maintain a dig­
nified professionalism and ignore the 
blows.
But sometimes it pisses us off!
Faculty are people. People vary in 
ability and interest. Therefore faculty 
vary in ability and interest. It is not a 
great discovery when students find out 
that not all faculty teach equally well.
The main problem is that students 
tend to be egocentric, and consider that
what they see faculty doing, i.e., teach­
ing, is all that faculty do. If only it were 
that easy. Teaching is usually just the 
tip of the iceberg. Teaching quality is 
a complicated issue.
At W PI faculty face the challenge 
of being excellent teachers while being 
excellent researchers, while doing a 
number of other Ihings. Obviously a 
more reasonable standard is to be 
“ above average." Students do not real­
ize that most faculty at W PI are above 
average teachers. W P I is very unusual 
in its insistence that teaching quality be 
a “ real”  evaluation criterion. At most 
other institutions with similar research 
effort, teaching is hardly counted in 
faculty evaluation. In fact, at many
other universities, many of the under­
graduate courses are not even taught by 
the professors, but by graduate stu­
dents instead.
Not too long ago, in response to 
similar faculty bashing, I wrote to 
Newspeak challenging students to 
discover what else faculty do besides 
-tlHtt-’h. I suggested a series of “ a day 
with the prot" articles. The only 
people who commented to me about 
that suggestion were faculty. Clearly, 
students are not interested in discover­
ing the truth. Simple-minded criticism 
is much easier.
Prof. David C. Brown
Computer Science Dept.
Thanks to all who donated blood
To the Editor:
I am writing to thank the W P I 
community, in particular the 
Panhellenic Council, for sponsoring a 
Red Cross blood drive on October 9th 
and 10th. We were very' grateful for 
your past and present support.
Our goal for the drive was to collect 
250 productive units over the two days. 
We were able to collect a total of 228
units from the 240 people who took 
part. These were very good results, 
considering that the drive was sched­
uled so near to the end of the term.
We are grateful to every donor who 
participated. Your donation helped 2 
or more hospital patients, depending 
how your blood and components were 
used. Because of your concern for 
others, people were restored to health.
and in some cases lives may have been 
saved.
We look forward to working with 
you on the next drive. It is scheduled 
for February 6th and 7th and will be 
sponsored by IFC.
Kathleen Larson 
Recruitment Specialist 
American Red Cross
S o u n d i n g  O f f  F r o m  S t o d d a r d
P a rk  T H IS , O ffic e r
by Matt Meyer 
Newspeak Staff
Parking at W PI: It’s not a privilege, 
it’s an adventure. Granted at W PI if 
you pay the thirty dollars for a sticker 
(twenty five of which is refundable if 
you don’t get a ticket, but with these 
regulations you’ll probably spend 
enough on fines to bail out an S+L) you 
will have a place to park most of the 
time, unlike schools such as Boston 
University where you pay the fee and 
hope you can find a spot sometime 
before semester break, but some of the 
parking and traffic rules are ludicrous. 
Not only that, the way the rules are 
enforced is a little screwed up.
At W PI. the infamous sticker gives 
you the privilege to park in a lot, but 
where you live determines where you 
park. You would think for thirty dol­
lars on a campus with such a limited 
enrollment you would be able to park 
just about anywhere, but alas no. If you 
live in Daniels, Stoddard, Morgan, or 
Riley, you have to park in the Stoddard 
lot. That’s fine if you live in Stoddard 
or Morgan, but it sucks if you live in 
Riley. You brought your car to school 
for the added convenience of having 
immediate access to transportation at 
any time but you have to walk a quarter 
of a mile to get to it. Now there is a 
parking lot just behind Riley, across 
Institute Road, but that’s off limits to 
overnight parking, and there is that 
empty piece of land adjacent which 
would e good for some expanded park­
ing ( I have no idea if W PI owns that 
property.) There’s no overnight park­
ing by the quad either, but that’s under­
standable because it's lor faculty, staff, 
and there's even a row for visitors. O f 
course, even if you arc a visitor it’s not 
exactly safe to park in a visitor space. 
Lately it's been a practice of Whoopie 
Cops to ticket any car in the visitor 
section that looks like it belongs to a 
student. This means if a visitor owns a 
carbon-monoxide-spewing '68 Chevy
lmpala which looks like it was driven 
through a post-Armageddon. “ Road 
Warrior”  type of scene, they will get a 
ticket just because it could very easily 
be owned by a student. Plenty of 
Alumni, I ’m sure, are so poor from 
paying back their college loans (like 
I ’ll be in a couple of years) they only 
drive what they can afford. I'll proba­
bly be driving my beast of an automo­
bile for at least two years after gradu­
ation if it survives that long. On the 
other side of the coin, I know a number 
of students that drive cars like Acura 
Integras, Honda Accords, Chevy 
Cavaliers, Eagle Talons etc. and could 
easily park in those spots without being 
ticketed because those models don’t fit 
the official Whoopie Police descrip­
tion of a “ Student Vehicle.”  A  nice 
new form of discrimination right here 
at W PI.
Since I have a Stoddard parking lot 
sticker, I ’m not supposed to park i n any 
of the other lots on campus. So, if I 
have to go down to Founders and we 
just happen to be having one of those 
Biblical-style floodings, I still have to 
walk because I might get a ticket if I 
park down there. Nevermind that I ’m 
bringing down the next-to-final copy 
of my IQP for some final revisions with 
my partners. Nah, I ’ll just wrap it up in 
plastic, hop into my |percolator| and 
wade down to Founders.
If you’ve got a motorcycle, you 
really get screwed. The only place 
motorcycles are supposed to be parked 
is by Higgins Labs. That creates a nice 
walk for anyone who lives in Founders 
(right Vinnie?) Institute or Stoddard. 
Another brainchild of the Whoopie 
Police Station is that camper aren't 
allowed on campus at all. This is really 
convenient for that prospective student 
who has just driven from North Dakota 
with his parents in a '73 Winnebago to 
check out the campus. Hey, we're 
sorry, but you'll just have to park it 
down in Friendly’s parking lot. They 
won’t mind a bit.
There are a few really good rules, 
like that fact that parking outside the 
lines is a violation. I'm sorry, but I still 
can't color inside the lines. I'm  sure 
this is all in the name of space conser­
vation, but if five people before you 
parked out of line, it saves space to 
follow their lead. O f course, according 
to our boys-in-blue, all six of those cars 
should be ticketed. One really ambigu­
ous rule is that “ the operation of a 
defective vehicle”  is subject to a fine. 
Please define for me, the phrase "de­
fective vehicle”  because my car may 
be in trouble. Hell. I don't think there’s 
a Ford on the road that isn’t defective. 
It’s just one of those inherent things. 
Another open-ended rule is “ other 
violations as specified.”  In other 
words a twenty-five-dollar fine can be 
.gjyen on any whim an officer may 
have. “ I ’m sorry, but you’re being 
fined for violating my wife... I mean, 
for violating my wife’s parking spot."
What’s really funny is that if you get 
a ticket, you will get it around 3:45am. 
I guess our Campus Police farce... uh, 
I mean force (ahem!) has nothing bet­
ter to do at such times. Forget the fact 
that somebody is getting slabbed be­
hind the Skunk Station, or that some 
girl is being raped in Founders, and 
even that a fresh batch of donuts has 
just been made at Dunkin’ Donuts, our 
Campus Police are writing tickets.
Hey, I'd like to thank Joger for that 
plug in the last issue (a little free, unso­
licited advertisement, gotta love it!) 
and thanks to all the sophomores for 
doing ever so well during homecom­
ing. Until next time, you can reach my 
secretary's secretary at Box 1589.
Editor's Note: In light of the par­
ticularly poor taste demonstrated by 
sections o f article, we wish to remind 
the W PI Community that these opin­
ions are those of the columnist and in 
no way reflect the attitudes or opinions 
of the entire Newspeak staff.
having been asked several questions 
concerning whether any W PI sticker 
was present on the vehicle (there was 
none), it turns out that the W PI Police 
were ticketing AN Y  CAR THAT 
LO O KED  AS IF IT BELO N G ED  TO 
A STUDENT!
Now, it's one thing if the car has 
some W PI emblem or expired parking 
sticker. But, if it docs not, to simply 
ticket cars that LOOK like student- 
driven cars is somewhat questionable.
As I have walked by Beech Tree Circle 
to lunch, I have noticed many cars 
fitting this description. I have also
Freshman activities 
coordinators appointed
noticed many cars without tickets 
parking there. Their description could 
be “ Any recent 4 door sedan without 
W PI emblems." Maybe the W PI Po­
lice feel they have no other recourse 
but to institute this questionable pol­
icy. However, if it does continue, per­
haps a sign should be posted near the 
entrances to the Quad parking lot 
which states:
“Those driving a battered 1983 
Chevy Chevette park at their own 
risk!"
Name withheld by request
To the Class of '94
Fellow members of the Class of 
1994. In an effort to improve class 
unity, we, the officers of the freshman 
class, have appointed twenty-five 
members of our class to the positions of 
freshmen activities coordinators. It is 
the job of the activities coordinators to 
inform the residents on Iheir floors of 
the activities planned for our class, 
namely class rivalry events. The inten­
tion here is to capitalize on the fact that 
the majority of the freshman live in 
such close proximity that communica­
tion should be little problem. Again, 
we would like to encourage all of you
to get involved and do your part for 
your class. The success of our class 
starts now and in the coming months, 
we will need everyone’s help to make 
ourclass “ the class.”  Increased partici­
pation and support will broaden the 
possibilities for what we can do as a 
class as well as to make the time we 
spend here more pleasant for all of us.
John Coyle, Class President 
Tracey Clifford. Vice-President 
Michelle G iylio. Treasurer 
Mary Auger, Secretary 
Dan Beauregard,
Class Representative
The thrills and risks of 
motorcycles
by Thomas Pane 
Newspeak Staff
The roar of the engine, the cool slap 
of wind in the face, speed and a sense of 
freedom. These are the thrills of mo­
torcycle riding. Two wheeled trans­
port. lithe and responsive, able to slip 
through traffic jams in a single twist of 
the accelerator. The bumper sticker 
which reads. "Motorcycles arc every­
where!”  certainly rings true.
Just what arc the risks of motor­
cycle riding? Without goggles, dust 
and bugs can smite the eyes, certain 
powerful machines make enough 
noise to damage a rider's hearing over 
time, and of course the lack of rider 
protection can turn even the most se­
curely helmeted cyclist into a corpse in 
an instant. Somewhere along the line, 
every motorcyclist must ask himself, 
“ is the thrill worth the risk?”
Although I ’ve never owned a mo­
torbike, I ’ve occasionally ridden the 
“ dirt bikes”  owned by my friends. 
These are not as powerful as full blown 
street models, but they still go quite 
fast. I remember the thrill of speed and 
the power commanded by the accelera­
tor. To put it frankly, riding a motor­
cycle is a lot of fun. Once you learn to 
control yourself, it is a thrilling experi­
ence.
I once saw a poster in my summer 
workplace (Hartford Hospital) which 
had a picture of a smashed motorcycle 
beneath the heading “ Buy your son a 
motorcycle... for his last birthday”  It is 
obvious why health care teams look 
upon motorcycles with disdain, for it is 
they who see their awful, destructive 
consequences when things go wrong 
on the road.
During my first summer at H.H. I 
helped move a patient to a special type 
of bed forthe intensive care unit. This 
patient, “ Jim ” was a solidly built 22 
year old man who apparently was 
operating his motorcycle lawfully, but 
was in the wrong place at the wrong 
time. An IHwheclercollidedwilhhim, 
leaving him without one leg and an 
opposite arm. When 1 first saw him, he
was comatose, but a few days later he 
recovered without brain damage. He 
saw that I was young, and he asked me 
if 1 owned a motorcycle. I said that I 
did not, and he told me,” Don’t ever 
ride one! Look at what happened to 
me, and let me tell you. I was minding 
my own business!”  Jim was really a 
great guy, he was smart and friendly, 
and he had a good attitude despite the 
horrible outcome of his accident. 
Rather than feeling bitter at being 
crippled, he was thankful to be alive. 
There is no doubt that someone with 
his drive and spirit will not have much 
difficulty adapting to his handicap, but 
that is little consolation.
Jim 's accident is an example of the 
fact that in the majority of motorcycle- 
automobile accidents, it is the other 
person, and not the cyclist, who is at 
fault. Most people who regularly ride 
are very responsible people. I am not 
talking about the high school kid who 
tears down the road in a full wheelie at 
60 m.p.h. I am talking about people 
who ride their motorcycles full time. 
Unfortunately, both groups are at risk, 
despite their degrees of caution.
Motorcycles are truly fine ma­
chines, but perhaps their use is best left 
to farm areas where there are open 
spaces and fiat land, rather than the 
concrete jungles of the highways and 
cities. For every irresponsible, unhel- 
meted two wheeled maniac, there are 
many more responsible, courteous rid­
ers who ride either for economical 
reasons, storage reasons, or simple 
because they love the thrill of riding. 
Whatever the case may be, many riders 
have strong feelings about their motor­
cycles, and the two are essentially 
wedded together. Much like Califor­
nia residents, you can scare them about 
earthquakes all you want, they are still 
not going to move away. Is the cycling 
thrill really worth the physical risks? 
Maybe so. but this question is best 
answered on an individual basis. 
Therefore, “ for better or for worse” 
there is nothing left to do but raise a 
noble salute towards cyclists as some 
of life's true adventurers.
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G re e tin g s  a n d  S a lu ta tio n s
J
by Frodo
My name (or pen name) is Frodo. Some of 
you may not be familiar with my column, so I 
will take this chance to state it’s new purpose. 
The last time I wrote articles for Newspeak I 
bashed on Greeks, on W P I administration and 
on Worcester in general. Now I do not care 
about all of that. Since the last time I wrote for 
Newspeak I have developed a wonderfully 
apathetic view towards W PI. You can see 
things here for yourself. If you choose to do 
something about them, fine. If you do not, you 
only have yourself to blame.
Anyway, what I will be writing about now is 
mainly politics and philosophy. I will be argu­
ing that these things are essentially related. For 
those of you ready to categorize me on a left- 
right. liberal-conservative chart, l do not fit. My 
political positions are most like that of the Lib­
ertarians. though I come to my views from a 
philosophic base while most Libertarians derive 
theirs from an economic or utilitarian one. In 
short I shall be taking one. maybe two issues a 
week and trying to boil them down to their 
philosophical concepts and explaining why this 
all matters.
I have started writing again, not to attack 
separate groups, but to attack groups with the 
same basic precepts (Philosophy), not to attack 
•hem because they annoy me, but because they 
affect me. I am also writing again because Gary 
said the paper could always use writers. O.K. if 
this is filler, it is high grade filler. Any com­
ments, questions, insults, checks or money or­
ders can be sent to Newspeak. And away we 
go...
The first thing I would like to talk about is 
something that everyone considers inevitable, 
no it's not death, it’s the other one. Taxes. To 
get things rolling I would like to focus on the so 
called "sin" taxes, that, under any budget com­
promise in the foreseeable future, are going to 
be raised. The reason behind this, says the 
government, goes something like this... "Smok­
ing is bad. drinking is bad. so we can hit these 
items with large taxes, less people will use them, 
public health will be increased and our revenue 
will increase”  or something like lhat. You will 
find no argument from religious groups, stop 
smoking groups, stop drinking groups or any 
other group allegedly concerned with “ public 
health” . The only group crying foul-play is the 
tobacco and alcohol lobby. Is this right? Of 
course it is not right!, or I would not be writing 
about it.
There is one precept behind all this silly but 
dangerous action. It is the idea of (for lack of a 
better term) predestination, or if you like, lack- 
of-freewill. The idea that people cannot think 
for themselves. It is the job of the government, 
of the church or of some other group who knows 
what is best to think for you. They do not 
attempt to explain the obvious problem of how 
someone else can think for you, they just want to 
make sure you are subjected to their will, major­
ity, minority or otherwise. People do not actu­
ally W A N T  to buy alcohol orcigarettes, it is not 
a choice of conscious W IL L  to do so, people buy 
cigarettes because of Satan or those nasty com­
mercials that M A K E  them do it. Nothing could 
be more contrary to the principles or founda­
tions of American government. This country 
was founded and thrived upon the idea of indi­
vidual rights to life, liberty and the pursuit of 
happiness. The government’s job is to protect 
your individual rights from the infringement of 
other individuals. The job of the Constitution is 
to protect the individual from the government 
infringing upon these rights. Any infringement 
on life, liberty or the pursuit of happiness by the 
government is unconstitutional. The declara­
tion does not say “ life, liberty and the pursuit of 
happiness as the government or some majority 
sees it." These are by nature individual choices 
and can be nothing else. Taxes are an infringe­
ment upon the individuals right to pursue his/her 
life and happiness as he/she sees fit. The gov­
ernment setting up barriers and incentives to 
certain actions of individual choice is just as 
morally reprehensible as if the prevented them 
outright. Any “ public good” argument is gar­
bage. The public consists of nothing more than 
individuals. The violation of an individual by 
another individual is today blamed on socio- 
economic-psychological forces; the individual 
is rarely held responsible for his actions. The 
violation of an individual by a group is called 
"public good;" the individual is subject to the 
will of a group. The violation of a individual by 
the government is called politics; the individual 
is subject to the will of a majority. These are all 
primary evils and they are all primary denials of 
the individual, his freewill and the concepts of 
individual rights.
These rights are not some pragmatic argu­
ment about how to form the best government 
and society, they are based on the nature of man. 
and woman (sorry Loretta). Man is an individ­
ual, thinking, being. Sum ergo cogito. Man 
survives with his mind, he pursues his happiness 
with his mind, he pursues civilization with his 
mind. Force or coercion produces nothing, it 
can only steal. The only way for man to rise 
above the level of a savage Neanderthal is by the 
use of his mind. If  someone does not wish to 
think, you cannot force them to. To quote Ayn 
Rand “ A gun is not not an argument." Legisla­
tion does not build skyscrapers or computers or 
medicine or knowledge, individuals do. by us­
ing their minds. It would seem obvious that if 
you accept these ideas that a civilized society 
would be one where individuals are left free to 
think and to act upon their thoughts as they see 
fit. It would also seem obvious that there could 
be no such thing as a “ group right." since a group 
gives no cognitive identity loan individual. But 
no, the government insists that the products of 
you mind and your choices are not yours. 
Groups of people based 011 skin colour, religion,
// is so much pleasanter and wholesomer 10 
be warmed by the sun while you can be, than by 
an artificial fire. / thus w armed myself by the 
still glowing embers which the summer, like a 
departed hunter, had left.
- Henry David Thoreau
Indian Summer. It announced itself over 
Term Break, a spell of weather so pleasant it felt 
as though we could deceive the clock and hold 
off the advent of winter indefinitely. Indian 
Summer is a time to cherish the freedom of 
wearing shorts, the luxury of walking leisurely 
without the nip of cold chasing at your toes and 
fingertips, and the sensation of absorbing the 
heat and energy of the sun into your bones, each 
photon bombarding ils way into a cell where it 
is hoarded away to be dug out as a precious 
package of sunlight in the middle of dark, de­
pressive February.
I packed away my share of sunlight one 
afternoon al Mass. Audubon's Wachusett 
Meadow Wildlife Sanctuary in Princeton, on a 
classic day of Indian Summer. 1 followed the 
"Swamp Nature Trail," most of which consists 
of a sturdy boardwalk amid a red maple wet­
lands area. Via the boardwalk, which keeps 
your feet high and dry, you can “ walk on water" 
and be brought inside this normally inaccess- 
able ecosystem. Once inside, finding a special 
beauty in the swamp, it’s hard to believe that 
wetlands were once viewed as wastelands, use­
ful only when “ reclaimed”  for development. 
Walk inside the swamp and you see directly the 
irreplaceable function it fulfills as a flood con­
trol mechanism, as a site for the purification and 
storage of water, and as a major habitat for birds, 
specialized plants, and other wildlife.
At first sight, the swamp appears rather 
awkward; without their leaves, the gaunt, 
stunted red maples stand as the skeletal remains 
of a forgotten summer. But the absence of 
leaves allows what must be a very dark interior 
in September to be infiltrated with light inOcto- 
ber, greening the swamp floor in one last photo­
synthetic orgy before November. The most 
remarkable feature is the grasses, or tussock 
sedges as they are properly called. The slender 
blades of grass settle into patterns - a transient 
palette of color and texture - created at the whim 
of the wind. A gentle wind sculpts the hum­
mocks into continuous billows of waves, each 
blade bending almost, but not quite, in parallel 
with the others, the color constantly shifting 
between green and silver and brown as the 
grasses' undersides are silhouetted by the sun. 
A slight downdrift in the wind may trace an eddy 
across the grass, so that you can follow its course 
in the depressed swirls of the sedges. A moment 
of fierce, turbulent wind followed by calm cre­
ates a wildly divergent pattern, each blade lean­
ing away from its neighbor in a striking mosaic, 
which is suddenly erased as each new gale raises 
the blades erect on their roots and drops them, 
suddenly, into a new and unique mosaic.
This swamp was a treasure chest of the most 
beautiful coupling nature has to offer: moss 
with lichen. The mosses are at their prime on
nationality, income, business, sexual orienta­
tion and number are given a check against your 
life and happiness. If you think and act produc­
tively money is taken from you. It is given to 
people who do not think or work to produce it. 
Need, colour, income, or majority is not a basis 
for enslaving other people. You are also not free 
to give money or time to goals or people that 
make you happy. There is a levee against your 
life, it is taken from you. The fact that force is 
used by the government against it's citizens 
minds overrides any pragmatist argument 011 
how much good "wealth redistribution" does, 
bythenatureofthedeed.it is bad. If you wished 
to give your money to people who need or want 
it you are free to do so, sometimes is it rationally 
in yourself- interest to do so, sometimes it is not. 
The government taking your money for any 
reason, other then it being freely given, is in 
itself a crime.
So back to beer. You have no right to buy 
beer, the government thinks it is bad for you. 
You have no right to the money that you earned, 
it belongs to someone else. You will not give it 
freely?, too bad, you are but part of society, it is
fallen trees and stumps, where they completely 
and exclusively encase the rotting wood. In fact, 
the tree-falls in a landscape can most easily be 
spotted by scanning the swamp floor for bril­
liant islands of green. All textures, shapes, and 
shades of moss are represented in these havens, 
from the waterlogged, bedraggled paleness of 
the gutsy sphagnum; to the brilliant, smooth 
greenness of pincushion moss, into which you 
can press your fingers futilely trying to find the 
surface on which the green stuff grows; to the 
forest-green fineness of the feathery moss 
higher on the trunks of the trees. On the more 
resistant, live trees and downright inhospitable 
rocks, the mosses have to work harder to eke out 
a living. It is here where the lichens have the 
advantage. Lichens - that ingenious marriage of 
algae and fungi - needn't wait for the bark or 
rock to decompose independently; they secrete 
chemicals which break down the surface, and 
they absorb the resulting nutrients. Where the 
mosses can’t hold on. the lichens fill in, high­
lighting a potential void with intricate splashes 
of silver and endless variations of shape and 
texture.
The lichens are delicately beautiful, with 
colors that complement the bark of the trees. 
Some are branching, corallike; others have 
crenellated edges like a flower or a cloud; still 
others have dotted, wrinkled, or tufted surfaces;
being done for your own good, you don't know, 
you can't know, you are just ari individual. Who 
are you to make a selfish claim against the 
wishes or needs of a group? Y  ou are everything.
I am not condoning drunk drivers, theircrime 
is in physically threatening individuals with 
their automobile, not in that they were drinking. 
I am not condoning the use of alcohol to achieve 
irrationality. I think that life necessitates that 
you keep in contact with reality as much as 
possible. I do not admire groups that do promote 
inebriation, oops I promised I would not men­
tion the Greeks! I do not drink or smoke. I do not 
prevent others from doing so. But most impor­
tantly I refuse to give the government my sanc­
tion to force or coerce individuals from pursuing 
their own goals as long those individuals do not 
prevent me from pursuing mine. There is no 
moral difference between the government hit­
ting you up for 8-16% at the store and a robber 
hitting you up for 8-16% at the store. Both 
actions are immoral, both actions are unconsti­
tutional and both actions are happening. Think 
about it.
and some branch or fork out like flumes, or seem 
to be on the verge of spreading forward like 
waves (John Hay).
I lay flat on a bench to let the breeze waft over 
the bare skin of my legs and face, feeling the rays 
enter my cells, as if, like a plant, I could harvest 
and store the energy. Opening my eyes and 
looking straight up into the sky, I was surprised 
to sec the stubby awkwardness of the trees 
transformed into a delicately interlocking web 
of branches and twigs. Staring up the shaft of a 
trunk very close to my head, I saw a tiny quiver 
of movement in the trunk become amplified to 
several feet of sway at the crown of the tree. 
From this perspective a tree suddenly becomes 
animated, filled with the upward flow of life 
from roots to bark to buds to air, in which the 
flow does not stop but filters down to me on my 
bench, where I gather it inward and reflect it 
outward to the grass, moss, and lichen.
I didn’t want that beautiful boardwalk toend; 
it seemed as if it would stretch before me into 
infinity. Butjustas Indian Summer has ended in 
this week's forty-degree weather and turning 
back of the clock, so too did the boardwalk end
- too quickly, but after a long, satisfying trip. 
Already the iron door o f the north 
Clangs open: birds, leaves, snows 
Order their populations forth.
And a cruel wind blows.
- Stanley Kunitz
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By Athena Demetry 
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O b s e r v a t i o n s  F r o m  t h e  A s y l u m
Y o u ’ve C o m e a L o n g  W ay B a b y
By Alton Reich 
Newspeak Staff
I was wandering across campus the other 
day. and I noticed a woman wearing one of those 
Virginia Slims tee shirts with their “ You’ve 
Come a Long Way Baby" slogan on it. It got me 
thinking, how has the role of women changed 
over the years. When I say over the years. I 
mean since our ancestors lived in caves in south­
ern France. It is my opinion that the last 150 
have had the greatest effect on the role of 
women in society.
Let us begin to look at this at, well, the 
beginning. About 50,000 years ago our ances­
tors were dwelling in caves in southern France. 
They are the same people who put their art on the 
walls of caves, and inspired an interesting scene 
in a Mel Brooks movie. How they lived has been 
the subject of much speculation among anthro­
pologists. The general concensus is that they 
had a hunter-gatherer culture. They lived in 
community or large extended family groups.
Rubes©
For the most part, the men did the hunting and 
were often away for several days in search of 
game. The women (the whole point of this) 
didn't stray far from home. They were the 
gatherers in the group. The women also were 
occupied with having babies, a pastime that kept 
the species growing in number. Women didn’t 
live very long, a condition directly related to 
having babies. In those days it was dangerous 
work to have children and as many women died 
during childbirth as from other causes.
After a while the ice age ended and our 
ancestors realized that running down heards of 
animals and digging up roots was just too diffi­
cult. so they learned to farm. The life of a farm 
wife was easier that living in a cave, but not 
much. On the farm a woman was one of the most 
valuable commodities, thus the custom of the 
dowry evolved. Basically in order get married 
you had to purchase a wife. A father has to get 
something for giving away his daughter. ( I ’ll 
trade you 2 cows, a sheep, and l() chickens for 
the cute one on the end.) But, for all the progress
By Leigh Rubin
CARTOON CRIMINALS: Do we really want them 
as role models for our children? 
(Celebrity characters impersonated).
made by man (and I use that term for a reason) 
the primary duty of the woman was to make lots 
of babies to help out on the farm.
If we take a look at technological develop­
ment, the most striking aspect is that it is accel­
erating. The Bronze Age lasted several hundred 
years. The Atomic Age began in 1945 and 
ended in the early l9K0s with the beginning of 
the Information Age. It is no wonder that until 
about 150 years ago the woman’s place was in 
the home, and her primary responsibility was 
making offspring.
The Industrial Revolution shook the very 
foundations of society. The agricultural base 
was displaced by one that was manufacturing 
oriented. Farmer’s daughters were being re­
placed by machines, and they had to find other 
work. There has been a lot written about the 
factory girls who were in Lowell in the late 
1800s. All of a sudden the father whodemanded 
a dowry before letting a suitor take his daughter 
behind the bushes, was replaced by the daugh­
ter’s own judgement. To some, this is when the 
"breakdown of American moral values" began 
(personally l think that those people are full of 
it).
The modern era has brought about a great 
deal of changes to the lives of women. Women 
have equal rights, and they compete freely with
men in places their grandmothers would never 
have dreamt possible. But. are all these changes 
for the best. Recent reports by the AM A have 
shown that the incidence of things like ulcers 
and heart attacks in women is on the rise. More 
women die now from smoking related lung 
cancer then ever before and the number is in­
creasing each year, while the number of men has 
decreased slightly. Granted, fewer women die 
in childbirth, the majorcause premature death in 
women in the pre-modern era. but more women 
are dying due to other causes.
Women really have come a long way since 
the days of giving birth on a deerskin rug on the 
lloor while surrounded by a lot of supportive 
people. Now women prowl executive offices 
around the world. But. is it really worth the price 
they pay? Each individual has to determine that 
answer for herself.
One last point. Why is the world’s popula­
tion 51% female? I would venture that more 
women are born than men due to some quirk of 
nature, and that this trend is good. In the pre­
modern era, women often died in childbirth, and 
if more women than men were not born, the 
female population would have slowly 
dwindled. Now that childbirth is ‘safe’ in agood 
portion of the nations of the world, we are 
beginning to see this quirk of nature.
B lood fo r O il?
By Scott Runstrom
Tanks roll across a foreign border halfway 
round the world. News crews are quick to get 
the first pictures of battle ready for the six 
o'clock news. Another government falls, an­
other distant cry for help, time again for super­
powers to see what the other's got. A president 
decrees "This will not stand!" The world will 
not put up with the unprovoked aggression of a 
ruthless dictator. Troops are sent across the sea.
When Iraq invaded the tiny kingdom of 
Kuwait last August, it looked as though an all 
too familiar pattern was being played out once 
again. Another regional conflict in which 
superpowers would align themselves against 
each other in order to test all their newest weap­
ons. Visions of Vietnam and Afghanistan be­
came all too clear.
This time, however, it was different. The 
whole world faced off against Iraq. The United 
Nations imposed an embargo on all goods 
against the aggressor in what seemed to be the 
first significant act in its forty year history. 
European, American, and Arab troops lined up 
to defend Saudi Arabia from the bloodthirsty 
Iraqi troops. Memories of W .W .II alliances 
were awakened.
News programs warned that the Iraqis, battle 
hardened in seven years of war with Iran, could 
sweep into Saudi Arabia and capture key oil 
fields in only a few days, even with American air 
support. Everyone was quick to compare Sad­
dam Hussein with Adolf Hitler. Words like 
“ Blitzkreig”  were used often, and Saddam's 
hatred of Israel, and therefore “ the Jews”  was 
not forgotten by the media, even if Israel tried 
desperately not to get involved. Radio stations 
played songs urging the military to “ bomb 
Hussein,” and thousands of young men marched 
off to the Saudi desert, acting more prepared for 
the big weekend game than for the horrors of 
combat.
Indeed, it was more than three weeks before 
anyone asked the question “ W hy?" A few pro­
tested in California. A banner hung on the Mass 
Pike by a church group asked “ Blood for O il?” 
They got a whole thirty seconds stuck into a 
fifteen minute report on military strategy at 
eleven.
To a few people the situation suddenly be­
came very clear. As the United States began 
unilaterally searching Iraqi ships without U.N. 
permission, and U.S. troop buildups began to 
exceed the expectations of their Saudi hosts, the 
real reason the world was so concerned became 
obvious... O IL!
As September rolled around, and school 
began again, a lot of people found themselves 
with some serious thinking to do. More still 
decided not to think. R.O.T.C. students talked 
about how bad we were going to destroy, the 
Iraqis, and how cool our high-tech equipment 
was. Deadheads condemned the government 
for being "triggerhappy," and pondered what 
they would do if they were drafted. Most 
students didn't know where Iraq was and didn't 
much care, or they simply thought we should 
“ nuke ‘em.”
For the few of us who remained, there were 
some serious problems. The main one concern­
ing the intentions of Mr. Hussein. If Saddam
Hussein, like Hitler, truly intends to try to con­
quer the world, as the media would have us 
believe, he needs to be stopped right now. If we 
learned anything in 1939, we should know that 
an expansionistic dictatorship will not be satis­
fied with Czechoslovakia, or Kuwait, or Saudi 
Arabia. If military strength is the only thing that 
a country knows, than you must negotiate with 
strength. If Saddam Hussein intends tocontinue 
advancing his borders, we should have at him 
right now. for it is obviously better to fight a 
small battle now than a prolonged war later. 
Perhaps we should even use nuclear weapons. 
Why risk the lives of American soldiers when 
President Bush could press a single button and 
simply vaporize Mr. Hussein and his “ million 
man army.”  The whole country is a desert any­
way, in a couple of years it would be back to 
normal. As for radioactive fallout, where's it 
gonna go? Iran? Hell, sounds like a good idea 
to me.
However, if Saddam Hussein has no real 
expansionist goals, and the purpose of Ameri­
can troops in the Persian Gull is solely to protect 
cheap oil. then I for one am not ready to fall face 
down in the Syrian Desert. Let the Arabs work 
it out for themselves.
Americans are often criticized for their lack 
of memory. Can it be that already, we have 
forgotten the lesson of Vietnam? In a year that 
marks the twentieth anniversary of the tragedy 
at Kent State, can we be making the same 
mistakes? The pattern seems awfully familiar. 
President Bush enjoys 75% approval ratings, 
but what exactly is it that people approve of? 
Does anyone actually know what is going on? It 
has been said that the American public, through 
the media, has been “educated” into supporting 
the president. I would venture to guess people 
supported President Johnson in 1965 too. Sup­
port based largely on the apathy of aT. V. culture 
is sure to wane quickly if someone starts shoot­
ing.
The men and women who will fight this war 
may not have even been alive when Saigon fell, 
but they can learn quickly. Someone whose 
main interest, in the crisis, is the footage of the 
stealth fighter on the news, might suddenly 
become very aware when people start dying, or 
when they get a draft card, or their brother 
comes home in a bag. The president should 
recognize that you cannot fool all the people all 
the time.
If we’re going to fight a war. we better be 
damn sure we're doing the right thing before we 
start, or people will eventually start catching on. 
They say history repeats itself because no one 
listens the first time. We obviously shouldn't 
forget 1939. but let us not forget 1969 either. As 
the remaining elements of the U.S force arrive in 
the gulf, and the weather turns cooler in the 
Middle East, the likelihood of war looms ever 
closer. Now is the time we must decide the 
correct course of action, for whatever happens, 
history will remember the fall of 1990 as a 
critical period.
As we live through this period, and watch the 
footage of young American men and women in 
the Saudi Arabian desert, we should bear in 
mind the words of Bruce Springstein, a survivor 
of the last time we turned down this path. “ Blind 
faith in your leaders, or in anything, will get you 
killed!”
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by Shawn Zimmerman 
Chief European Correspondent
As I sil here writing, it is 3 Oktober, German 
Reunification Day. This day is so important 
and has such significance that I decided to 
brace myself and write a serious article about 
the events that led up to this surprising, for 
some, frightening day, and extrapolate some 
results of it. I really meant to. Really. But I 
can’t seem to concentrate on a frontal ap­
proach, so I ’m going to try to ambush it using 
a lateral attack by rating German TV.
I ’ve done extensive research into this field, 
and I've found that German Television falls 
into very tidy categories. To wit: Movies, 
most of which are foreign dubbed in gentian. 
The News. Assorted Nonsense. And the 
Commercials.
Let’s start with the movies. As if you had a 
choice, right? Don’t you hate it when people 
use the first person plural like that? Like when 
nurses ask you, “ How arc we feeling today?”  
And don’t you hate it when they answer their 
own questions? O f course you do. And you 
know what really gets me? When people 
imitate Andy Rooney just to get a few cheap 
yuks. As if the poor guy didn't have enough 
problems being Barbara Walters’ love slave 
and all.
But back to the movies. After sampling 
more than a few of these puppies. I feel safe in 
advising you not to see a horror film in Ger­
man. Specifically. Alien. I'd already seen it 
several times in English, but there is something 
infinitely more scary about the computer tell­
ing Ripley to stick it where the sun don't shine 
when it’s done in German. German just seems 
to lend itself to saying scary things. A good 
German can make a simple greeting sound like 
he's ordering you to take on a Pillbox with 
nothing but a wet towel. French does not have 
this quality. Nobody ever got lumpy boxer 
shorts when some French guy commented on 
the weather. The thing with French is that 
everything they say sounds like they are cri­
tiquing your fashion sense. A good example is 
“ Bonjour.”  The French are sneaky and claim 
that it means, “ Good day." But in reality it can 
mean anything from, "And what baglady did 
you buy THAT shirt from? Cher?" to " I 'l l  bet 
you’re wearing Ronald Reagan Underoos 
under that terribly chic pair of crushed velvet 
shorts, aren't you?”  Not that I'm sensitive 
about my Ronnie Takes A Nap Underoos. I'm 
not.
German news really took me off guard. 
Here we have German Reunification, the big­
gest event since they split up. This one event 
will alter the lives of everyone in the country, 
for good or bad. It's a sign that the Cold War 
is ending and opens a new era in East-West 
relations. It also has more than a few people 
very worried. Some Israelis I met in Stock­
holm were extremely concerned about a united 
Germany reentering world politics. And Ger­
mans, both Eastern and Western, believe that 
reunification occurred too quickly and fear that 
not even West Germany’s formidable econ­
omy will be able to cushion the problems that 
will arise from that. In short —  this is one 
mother of a story.
I'm sure that TV reporters in America arc 
simply going cuckoo for Cocoa-Puffs over this 
baby. I'd be willing to bet that on 3 October. 
American television exploded in a hyperactive 
tangle of such important features as the follow­
ing. Interviews with such critically important 
people as the homeless, drug users, and New 
Kids On The Block on how German reunifica­
tion will affect their choices of underarm deo­
dorant. Exciting graphs depicting the directly 
proportional nature of the rise of the Deutch- 
mark to the dollar and the increase of muzak 
playing time in Lubbock, Texas. Probing 
explorations into the possibility that Hitler's 
brain might be in cryogenic storage in a village 
in Patagonia. And of course lots of live cover­
age from the Brandenburg Gate with gobs of 
shots showing happy Germans joyfully spray­
ing each other with brotherly fonts of beer.
And what do they do on German T V ? They 
sat around on uncomfortable looking chairs 
and T A LK ED ! And it wasn’t anything excit­
ing like, “ What if this is all just a Communist 
Plot to take over all the mango farms in Eastern 
Alaska?”  No! They simply talked about the 
event, how it came lo pass, what might happen 
because of that. And worse than that, it wasn't 
anyone whose opinions were important, like 
Tammy Bakkerora baseball player. It was just 
a bunch of political analysts and economists. 
Oh sure, there were a few shots of the crowds 
in Berlin, but they ruined even that by wasting 
millions of microseconds with no snappy ban­
ter like, “ Gosh. Tom. That sure is a lot of 
people." "Right you are. Chuck. And now with 
that story is Muffy in Redneck. Mississippi." 
No, they just let the empty seconds tick by, 
dangerously giving you time to actually think. 
This is symptomatic of German TV in general. 
Just before (he news they show about ten 
seconds of this giant clock ticking right along. 
Ten seconds!! They could have shown a good 
shot of Ronald McDonald wolfing down some 
good, healthy McGristlettes.
That sort of brings us to the commercials, and 
more importantly, the Mainzelnmannchen. The 
most noticeable thing about the commercials is 
that they only occur between different shows. 
That means you have to watch TH E EN T IR E  
SHOW  before you can relax and drool like 
normal. They also waste commercial time 
announcing that the commercials are about to be 
shown. You'd have to have a pretty Spamified 
brain to mistake a Pizza Hut commercial for the 
Charlie Chaplin movie that was just on. Not that 
they have Pizza Huts here, the heathens. An­
other thing you might notice is that on ZDF. the 
major German Network, there are these car­
toons in between the ads. Apparently the 
sixties really hit the ad execs at ZD F real hard. 
One of them must have been sitting around 
freebasing Pcz and started thinking about 
Hainzelmannchen which are like pixies or 
leprechauns and then he realized that ZD F is 
based in Mainz and then he started worrying 
that there wasn't enough surrealism in the 
commercials. And viola, thus were born the 
Mainzelmannchen. these pudgy, little, cheery, 
Stitz-cap-wearing midgets. The cartoons last 
anywhere from half a second to 30 seconds and 
consist ofNtoth things as oW<M-nian jUfhping 
into a TV  screen and swimming around in it: or 
another M-man taking off his greasy overalls 
to reveal a three piece suit, taking off his Stitz 
cap to reveal an enormous top hat , gurgling 
happily and then trotting off. ( A Stitz cap is the 
kind of hat that old men w ith their pants pulled 
up to their armpits wear. It consists of tight 
knitted material with a ball situated way up top 
and leaves no room for brains, let alone a top 
hat. Hence the topical tension and alleged 
humor. ) But lest you think that the M-men are 
all work and no play, they also pose as various 
and sundry horoscope characters, get chased 
by rabbits bigger than they are. and take rides
in O-guage model railroads. None of these clips 
could send anyone qyer the edge, but the cumu­
lative effect is staggering. 1 don't know if 
you've taken strong amphetamines after giving 
several pints of blood ( and I certainly haven't. 
I promise! Not more than twice, in any case. ), 
but watching the M-men for any length of time 
achieves the same thing. This is good.
Another good thing is the high BB  Quotient. 
It has been scientifically proven that people 
exposed to TV  with a large Bare Breast Quo­
tient ( BBQ  in scientific jargon ) have better 
teeth, lower incidences of cancer, are less 
likely to cause holes in the ozone, and. inciden­
tally, buy more of the product in question. But 
that's not important. What is important is that 
in those ads for shower gel where the babe 
waltzes around in a towel and you get a glimpse 
of some back, a bit of thigh, and if you're really 
lucky, a navel —  I always jump up and down 
yelling, “ Whip 'em out, whip 'em out!”  And 
for once it actually happened. I was so sur­
prised. 1 had to drop my magnifying glass. And 
then again a couple of commercials later. 1 
really admire this kind of gutless pandering to 
my baser instincts. It takes a special kind of 
courage to do that.
The Assorted Nonsense category of Ger­
man TV is a curious mixture of gutless pander­
ing and attempts to educate the public. A 
perfect example is something called a 
“ Wunsch Konzert” , which translated means 
"Wish Concert." I don't know who wished it, 
but he was definitely in an altered state of 
mind. At first it seems like a straightforward 
cheezy concert with groups that never escaped 
the seventies, like Sailor and Petula Clark who 
sang "Downtown" from the B-52's first album. 
But then we once again descended into the 
murky depths of dementia and saw some clips 
about butterflies and other birds. On the other
end of the scale is a game show called "Tutti 
Frutti" which just rips the tops off the BBQ  
scale ( Terrible pun. I'm awfully sorry, it won't 
happen again.). This game is set up as follows: 
the two contestants, male and female, answer 
questions and accumulate points. For every
10.000 points ( I think every question is worth
20.000 ) they can pick a country and a model 
from there will do a little striptease, down to 
her G-string. I believe Jeopardy will be chang­
ing to this format in 1991. I never actually 
caught either contestant answering a question, 
but the compulsory slimy host attempted some 
witticisms at their expense, and they sat around 
a table emoting, so I assumethat they must 
have. But 1 didn’t really care, because I was 
waiting for Miss Vatican City to "W H IP  EM  
O UT!”  But then a bizarre thing happened. The 
female contestant stood on a table and started 
stripping as well. I was impressed. And then 
I was disgusted, because the male contestant 
started HIS striptease. Horrible! That is out 
and out sexism and exploitation of the worst 
kind, in my opinion. What kind of world is it 
where a grown man will get up in front of 
millions of people and disrobe down to his 
boxers for money? Is this the sort of example 
we want to set for our children? How dare they 
offend my sensibilities like that! They should 
have had a label on the show saying —  but then 
Miss Antarctica started playing with her shirt, 
so I shut up.
Well, I hope you enjoyed this guided tour 
through the dangers and pitfalls of German TV. 
I ’d like to point out that, for a change, all the 
facts presented herein have been changed to 
protect the innocent. That's once, and don't 
think it’s going to become a habit. That’s it for 
now, ‘cause it’s almost time for the commer­
cials to come on.
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I f  e ith e r  o f  th e s e  
m a k e s  y o u r  p u ls e  r a c e ,
t a lk  to  u s .Having to get a real job isn’t so bad. m
Not when there’s a place where the 
people get as pumped up about technol­
ogy as you do.
A place where you work on real stuff 
right away. And red tape and bureaucracy 
are kept away.
Of course, there is a catch. We only want 
software and hardware professionals who like 
to be on the leading edge of high technology.
That’s because our business is help­
ing other high tech companies develop
and produce tomorrow’s 
products.
We’re involved in electronic design 
automation, automatic test equipment, 
telecommunications test, and custom 
connections. All four of our businesses 
are market leaders.
Our work environment is, well, colle­
giate. And among other great benefits, 
we offer an educational assistance plan 
with 100% reimbursement—up front.
So talk to us. Or settle for a job that 
may turn out to be just work.
Corporate Headquarters: Boston, MA Major Locations: Nashua, NH • Deerfield, IL • Agoura Hills, CA • Santa Clara, CA • Tokyo • United Kingdom
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T e c h n ic a l  W r i t in g  P r o g r a m  e s t a b l is h e d
by Scott Runstrum  
and Ellen Madigan
If engineers are one side of the Oreo cookie, 
and the other side is the managers, the clients, 
and the rest of the world, technical writers are 
the “ stuff that holds the cookie together. That 
was the message of the first ever meeting of 
Technical Writing majors at W P I on October 
1st, as the six current tech-writing majors and 
two faculty members listened to Jody Bobbitt 
(class of 1987) and Barbara O ’Toole (class of 
1988) relate their experiences as technical 
writers at W PI, as well as in the outside world.
Although technical writing has, by defini­
tion, existed since the beginning of modem 
science, not until recently has it been recog­
nized as a field of its own. In the days of 
Leonardo da Vinci and Isaac Newton, the in­
ventor would simply write his own explana­
tions of his product, a practice continued into 
modern times. With the advent of modern 
specialization, however, it became increas­
ingly difficult for some scientists and engi­
neers to write all their own documentation. An
engineer creating a project had little time to 
worry about the quality of his writing. His 
emphasis was on the product, not on the docu­
mentation. As a result, the quality of technical 
manuals was often less than Shakespearian, 
and many readers were befuddled.
To remedy this problem, many high-tech 
companies began creating documentation 
departments, and hiring people specifically to 
do technical writing. Unfortunately, many of 
these people were themselves technically illit­
erate, and their writing, although perhaps an 
improvement stylistically and grammatically, 
lost some of its technical accuracy.
On to this stage burst a few “ strange’’ people 
with the idea of combining a solid technical 
background with a passion for writing. During 
the 1980’s, technical writing programs were 
established at Michigan Tech, Northeastern 
University, and RPI. There was no formal 
technical writing program at W PI, but a few 
hearty souls pursued the career through the 
Humanities major and the Interdisciplinary 
department. Jody Bobbitt was among the first 
to take advantage of this opportunity.
SCHLUMBERGER HELD
ENGINEERS
D O N 'T :
• wear suits and ties
• shuffle papers
• answer phones all day
• sit at a desk
D O :
• take charge
• work long hours
• assume heavy responsibility
• work outdoors
• make decisions
• face many challenges and risks
• perform data acquisitions and measurements of 
physical properties of subsurface formations
• interpret that information
E N JO Y :
• working with a great deal of autonomy
• acting on an idea and risk carrying it to fruition
• taking pride in a job well done
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(and other engineering disciplines)
G EO SC IEN C ES  
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INFORMATION MEETING:
Date: November 18, 1990 
Time: 6:30 pm — 8.00 pm 
Place: Library Conference Room
INTERVIEWING:
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Place: Please check with Placement Office
PLEASE NOTE: Open to all interested students. Your 
attendance at the Information Meeting is a prerequisite 
to our interviewing process. Please attend. Casual attire.
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While Jody was at W PI, she earned extra 
money by typing other student's papers. She 
soon discovered that many engineering stu­
dents simply could not write, and began to 
charge them a bit more for editing grammar 
and spelling. Eventually, she found herself 
charging even more for rewriting entire pas­
sages of text, because some of them, in her 
words, were “ utterly pathetic." "So,'' she says, 
“ I discovered very early on that I had a knack 
for technical writing, and I really enjoyed it. I 
really liked to see it done well.”
Jody decided she wanted to pursue technical 
writing as a career, but technical writing did 
not then exist as a major at W PI. Through 
Professor Lance Schachterle in the Depart­
ment of Interdisciplinary Affairs (ID ), how­
ever, she learned it was possible to “ design 
your own major.”  Jody knew there was a 
program in the Humanities department which 
a few of her classmates were currently in­
volved with, but she wanted to focus on a more 
engineering based program. So, she selected a 
board of three advisers, wrote down what 
courses she was going to take, and basically 
defined her mjyor. The bound .consisted of 
Professor Kent Ljungquist from the Humani­
ties department. Professor Wilhelm Eggimann 
from EE, and Professor Brian Savilonis from 
M E. With their approval, Jody Bobbitt ma­
jored in Electrical/Mcchanical/Technical 
Writing. “ Had it not been for the fact that I 
could design my own major,”  concedes Jody, 
“ I probably would have transferred to another 
school. I think that the fact that I could keep all 
my credit made me very, very glad, and grate­
ful, and willing to try anything, even if it meant 
courting disaster with three different profes­
sors and an entirely new plan. I really did like 
W P I, and I wanted to keep my credit, and stay 
here, but I just didn’t know how, until I 
stumbled into the ID  department.”
Barbara O ’Toole soon followed Jody’s 
footsteps, and the first glimmers of a technical 
writing program began to be seen. Bob Voss, 
of the admissions office, saw these first faint 
glimmers, and believed they warranted atten­
tion. Concerned with the retention of students, 
he saw that a more formal program of technical 
writing needed to be implemented. Although 
the ID program had existed for several years, 
most students did not know about it. Voss 
decided to contact Dean Grogan, so that actual 
distribution requirements could be entered into 
the course catalog.
The first person to take advantage of the 
new program was James Spillane, an E E  trans­
fer student from the University of Maine. 
James enrolled at W P I on the understanding 
that he would serve as the prototype for the 
program.
“ For a long time W P I had wanted to have an 
actual major in tech writing," says Spillane, 
“ and they didn’t have one because they didn’t 
have students interested in it, and they figured 
once they got the ball rolling, they would 
eventually have enough students involved to 
make it a real major, which would provide an 
actual degree in tech writing.”
The Technical Writing Program
Professor Lance Schachterle, the Associate 
Undergraduate Dean and head of the Interdis­
ciplinary Studies division, explains the reason­
ing behind the program:
“ There seemed to be a need in terms of some 
of the students we have had previously, for an 
Interdisciplinary technical writing program, 
roughly balancing half the assigned work to a 
technical subject and half the assigned work to 
humanities with an emphasis on writing. We 
tried to distinguish between an interdiscipli­
nary technical writing program, that has that 
balance, and ifitflgcti writing program which is 
housed in the humanities department, which 
has a much heavier load in humanities, and 
correspondingly, a lighter load in a technical 
area.”
Specifically, the program includes three 
distinct distribution requirements. The first 
requirement consists of six units (18 classes) in 
mathematics, basic science, engineering sci­
ence, engineering and/or computer science 
which must be “ coherently defined and lead to 
a mastery of an area of science and technology 
appropriate to the student’s professional 
goals.” The second is a technical writing con­
centration, which consists of one unit of writ­
ing courses, one unit in the humanities, and one 
unit in science, technology, and culture studies 
not counted in other requirements. The final 
requirement in the program is the M.Q.P., 
often involving actual technical writing expe­
rience essential in developing a portfolio.
In addition, a technical writing student will 
typically participate in a number of independ­
ent study courses, and ideally, gain some writ­
ing experience in the form of one term intern­
ships and/or Co-ops.
Professor John Trimbur of the Humanities 
department, who teaches most of the tech- 
writing core courses, believes this is perhaps 
the most important part of the program.
‘That's where you get the real initiation into 
tech- writing.”  Professor Trimbur says, "B y
doing tech-writing, developing a portfolio, not 
just classroom exercises.”
Response to the Program
The response to the technical writing pro­
gram at W P I has been extraordinary. In the 
first year of its existence, the program has 
drawn six official majors, with more interested 
in converting. “ I thought that if we were lucky, 
we'd come up with a couple students,”  remarks 
Trimbur, “ so I'm really pleased at the re­
sponse. It confirms what we thought, which is, 
that it is a viable major.”
After Spillane opened the program, the first 
two students to change their majors to techni­
cal writing were Ellen Madigan and Brian 
Gunn, both class of '92. Ellen’s background 
focuses on Biotechnology, Brian's on Me­
chanical Engineering. This fall, three more 
students entered the program. Scott Runstrom 
’92, is pursuing his degree in technical writing 
with an M E background, Joe Parker ’93, has a 
Civil Engineering background, and Rob Man- 
deville ’93, is double majoring in tech-writing 
and ME.
Students who are interested in science, but 
decide that engineering and design are not 
exactly what they want to do, have a unique 
opportunity in the technical writing program. 
These students can draw from their technical 
interest and the knowledge they have acquired, 
and yet do something such as writing, which 
they often prefer.
For those who have transferred into techni­
cal writing, the change is often a welcome 
relief. Many students who feel completely lost 
at W P I and disenchanted with engineering as a 
whole, find technical writing to be just what 
they were looking for. Most of the current 
tech-writing majors discovered technical writ­
ing through the Major Selection Program, 
while looking to transfer to other schools. 
They often compare it to a “ weight being lifted 
from the shoulders.” There is no doubt, that if 
it were not for the technical writing program, 
most of these students would have transferred 
out of WPI. This program allows them to apply 
their past credit to a curriculum they design, 
and to continue at W PI.
Professor Shachterle is convinced W.P.I. is 
in a much better position than liberal arts 
schools for technical writing. Due to the great 
deal of technical work required at W PI, both in 
classes and through projects, W P I graduates 
possess skills not found in graduates of other 
technical writing programs.
“ I really feel that technical writing pro­
grams that are housed in English departments 
at big universities, in circumstances in which 
there is very little contact with technical 
people, are absolutely useless. What industry 
needs from technical writers, is not only people 
who can write well, but people who know how 
to work with engineers and scientists, and 
know something about technology. It’s not 
just book learning, it’s working on an M.Q.P. 
as a tech- writer, and having friends who are 
engineers. Those are the kinds of opportunities 
that only W P I can provide.”
Professor Trimbur agrees:
“ I ’m convinced people can leam the re­
quirements of a particular corporation on the 
job, but I think it’s the foundation in science 
and engineering that will see you through the 
long haul, and give you a kind of flexibility that 
students who go through a straight tech writing 
program in an English department don’t have. 
That's what makes this program unique.”
The Future of Technical Writing
As for the future, Jody Bobbitt believes 
technical writers are becoming more and more 
necessary. “ Today everything is moving so 
fast,”  she says, “ that you have to be able to 
capture information quickly, in an easily re­
producible form, or it’s useless. If engineers 
have an idea, and can’t communicate it, it's 
useless. Technical writing is not just the craft 
of writing manuals, it’s communicating. It’s 
translating. I think we’re getting more neces­
sary every day. and the quality of our stuff has 
to get better. It’s good now, but it has to get 
better.”
“ Tech-writing is a viable career,”  says 
Barbara O ’Toole, “ and it’s exciting. If you 
have that enthusiasm for tech- writing, if you 
have that enthusiasm for technology, it can 
never get boring, because technology can’t 
quit. It’s one thing we’re going to have with us 
for the rest of our lives. So long as you can 
adapt to different technologies, you’re all set.”
With plans for a future technical writing 
department to include up to 50 students, W PI 
again stands at the forefront of a rapidly chang­
ing world. Technical writers are going to play 
a more and more vital role in a quickly chang­
ing high-tech world, and the technical writers 
who will be most in demand will be from 
Worcester Polytechnic Institute.
If you enjoy writing, and are interested in 
joining the elite members of the technical 
writing major, you can contact professor 
Schachterle in the project center. Professor 
Weininger in Chemistry, or Professor Trimbur 
in the Humanities department.
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CLUB CORNER
$50.00 OFF ALL Contact Lens Fitting 
Includes: Exam
Contacts 
Fitting fee
ALL FOLLOW-up visits 
6 month office policy 
expires 12/90 6 month free solution
Telephone 508-753-0375
PLEASANT EYE ASSOCIATES 
LEONARD CONTARDO, O.D. 
Optometrist
Eye Examinations 313 Park Ave.
Contact Lenses Worcester, MA
Prescriptions Filled 01609
$30.00 OFF any pair of eyewear 
Limit one coupon. Not valid on sale items, 
expires 12/90
B i-LA (iA
Hello again everyone!
Sorry about the meeting time slip up. Talk 
to Shane about when the next meeting is sched­
uled for. Topics for the next meeting include: 
revising the LA G A  constitution to be the Bi- 
LACiA constitution, getting together with 
Clark University's B iLA G A  to put on some 
Worcester based events, and putting on some 
events of our own (like maybe a film at Gom- 
pcii's).
The Tufts University Dance (Against Jessie 
Helms) was a smash hit. And the Harvard 
Dance was also a *great* success. There are 
also some dances coming up in the next month. 
For details, beat the meeting! Or, talk to Shane 
or me.
‘Bye now.
Kelli
Anyone with questions concerning B i­
LA G A  can contact: Shane McBride, Box 828; 
Janet Richardson. Dean of Students Office; or 
send mail to B iLA G A  in the Student Activities 
Office. All inquires are confidential.
Men’s Bowling Club
Dream team upsets killer C ’s!
Worcester, M A (AP) - Nearing the end of 
Term A. the Dream Team astonished the world 
with a thrilling defeat of the previously #l 
ranked Killer C ’s. After losing the first game 
in the best of three series, the Dream Team 
regained their #l ranking by defeating their 
opposition handily, two games straight.
“ When you’re the best, it’ll show," said 
Mike Kruczynski. "You need to do better than 
to get lucky one string to be the champ."
When asked if they were worried. Jeremy
Delorey replied, "Hey. in a game like 
this, you have to take it one frame at a time."
Talking with the losers, Clark Car- 
dimino said, “ I only hope we can regain our 
luck by the next match!"
Chris Greatens refused to comment.
The re-match is scheduled sometime 
this week.
Current line: Dream Team favored by
72.
Science Fiction Society
Welcome back all to the next in the 
series of overly expensive, manically de­
pressive events in the four dimensional plot 
we all love to call life at WPI. B-Tcrm. 
What more needs to be said? Well I II tell 
you. Gaming weekend. November l(). 
Possibly. Live Role Playing game. Same 
weekend. Definitely. Elaboration follows.
The gaming weekend, for all the neo­
phytes, is an SFS occurence that usually 
happens in the beginning to middle of a 
term. It consists of a veritable plethora of 
game masters leading the characters of 
unsuspecting gamers down the path of ruin 
to the correct planes of Hell correstponding 
to the deities the characters worship via any 
meatgrinder the GM  can create. In other 
words: A  lot of fun.
A live role playing game is a beastie that 
rears its head more often than the gaming 
weekend. Its principal parts are a horde of 
people wearing ID tags, bearing index 
cards, and acting like they have been pos­
sessed by a demon with a sense of humor; 
and game masters that try to corredinate the 
mass of writhing schizophrenics. The po­
tential for enjoyment here can exceed the 
level of fun of a gaming weekend.
Well that wraps that up. I am knee deep 
in hoopla.
.ereht eB .701 llaH nilO ,mp7 yadsen- 
deW
Quote: “ One day I II get what's mine/ 
Through the Persistance of Time.” - An­
thrax
Student Alumni Society
Welcome back from break, everyone! 
S U R V IV A L  K iTS were a tremendous suc­
cess. SAS received about 140 orders for 
Survival Kits A-Term, and everyone was 
very impressed with the new style. Over 20 
additional kits were delivered to various 
administrators around campus to let them 
know what SAS is up to, and to give them a 
little relief from their "TECHnical" diffi­
culties.
Many thanks to those of you who at­
tended the assembly line meeting for the 
survival kits. Those new SAS Champion 
sweatshirts look GREAT-they caused quite 
a sensation on campus on Homecoming 
Weekend. Speaking of Homecoming... 
thanks also to all you SAS members who 
helped make the weekend a success. Con­
gratulations to Homecoming Queen Audra 
Ayotte and Homecoming King Charles 
Schletzbaum! The Parade of Floats looked 
good. Look for the notice for the next
general assembly meeting in your boxes. 
Remember, SAS=----!!
Women's Crew
“ An experience" is the only thing that can be 
said about the Connecticut for both the varsity 
and novice. Better luck next year.
The Snake Race on Lake Quinsig in Worc­
ester is the next major race. It's on our home 
turf so let's kick butt!
Casey/Pam are waiting for t-shirt money. 
Bridge painting and the banner are still on hold. 
Talks have started about a big recruiting cam­
paign at the beginning of C-Term... get in­
volved! Let's work together and start the hype! 
Kris will have a big hand in this, she'll be in 
touch.
As Kevin says, "all togeth...er" now varsity 
"W H E R E 'S  OUR LA U N C H !" AM F
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE 
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.
F i n d  O u t  M o r e :  C o n t a c t  M A J B e t t e  R .  S a y r e  
H a r r i n g t o n  A u d . Rm. 2 8 , 7 5 2 -7 2 0 9
ARMY ROTC
DOORS FIRST.
Why? Because Army ROTC helps you develop 
management and leadership skills. Builds your 
self-confidence. And makes you a desirable 
candidate in the job market.
There’s no obligation until your junior year, 
but stick with it and you’ll have what it takes to 
succeed—in college and in life.
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G REEK CORNER
Alpha Gamma Delta
Hey girls! Hope B-term has gotten off to a 
great start for all of you. Rush is awesome so 
far! Keep up the spirit and work hard on 
making this year's pledge class the best ever!
We want lo  wish all our sisters luck in 
finishing up their sports season or beginning 
their new one this week. Becky and Donna, 
good luck in post season field hockey. You 
guys are doing an awesome job! Holly and 
Deana. heard you guys had fun rowing down 
the Charles over break! Also, good luck 
Tammy in basketball this year.
Make sure you all join the regulars at aero­
bic this term. We gotta get in shape for the 
Crush Party and Christmas Formal coming up 
this term! Well, hope you all caught the 
Simpsons Halloween Special at the house last 
Thursday and I hope you all have some great 
ideas for costumes this weekend. Thai’s all for 
this week... C-YA!
Delta Phi Kpsilon
Hello and welcome back! Rem remember 
member, D Phi E  is always together laughing 
singing doing whatever, D Phi E  is always 
together. We remember when we’re together.
Sisters had a busy first qaurter, and we 
achieved many of our chapter goals. W A Y  TO 
GO! Let’s make our second quarter even more 
successful. We are off to a great start. Rush is 
going well and support from all over is great.
W e ’d like to wish all the women of W PI 
going through rush good luck and we've en­
joyed hosting you at the first two parties. Good 
luck with the last two rounds of rush and we 
hope that you find a plcae that is as special to 
you as D Phi E  is to us.
D-PHI-E DOLLS:
Val for all her hard work on rush.
Ann for being an awesome field consultant.
Everyone for showing unity and support in 
all our efforts.
Amy for baking birthday cakes for the entire 
campus.
Jules and Aimee for making the awesome 
rush t-shirts.
D-PHI-E DORKS:
Sheryl for feeding the cafeteria floor with 
her ice cream.
Kris for spending 17 minutes on calc I as a 
senior.
Val is that a curling iron you are playing 
with?
Ladies let's stay psyched for the last two 
rounds of rush and don’t forget to wear your 
letters on campus. Put on your smiles and 
remember that D Phi E  is everywhere as shown 
by our visits from Bentley and Northeastern 
sisters.
We have a new philanthropy. Save Waldo 
Club. Waldo is quickly becoming limp and 
needs all of us to help him regain his once grand 
composure. (Disclaimer: In case anyone is 
confused, Waldo is our pet unicorn who is 
getting old and needs reconstructive surgery.) 
Well, sisters hopefully this article brightened 
your day and if you are not a D Phi E  hopefully 
you have seen another issue of our close but 
humorous sisterhood.
Special hi's to: Julie and Kay, Carolyn our 
prominent chapter advisor. We love you all for 
your hard work. Linda Rapp our area advisor 
whose dedication can't be matched. Liza just 
because she's Liza. Ann our national represen­
tative who brightened our day. Steve Bullied 
from Alpha Chi Rho, because you wanted us to 
mention you. And a bin hello to all the rest of
the student, faculty, and administration at 
W PI.
Remember we D PHI the Emagination. - 
JS L
Phi Kappa Theta
My God. we're on a roll. This is the first 
appearance in about eight years for us in this 
column and about 2 years for an editorial. 
Newspeak actually thought we were kidding 
when we said that we wanted to submit some­
thing. Well, this won't become a habit but we 
will show up here once in a while. We survived 
A-Term pretty well both academically and 
socially, although we lost three brothers to 
pinnings. Rush is the same old story with two 
slugs in charge. Since the brilliant administra­
tion of this school decided to have Homecom­
ing on a holiday weekend, attendance was 
record-breaking, not to say that those who were 
here did not enjoy themselves: they did. Last, 
we'd like to cheer on 80-year-old Ed Kirchner. 
the K AP veteran who has been starting charters 
across the country (including ours) for over 50 
years. Hang a brain.
Pfii Sigma Sigma
Welcome back from what I hope was a truly 
outstanding break for everyone! Special wel­
comes back to Jen K. and Robin W. We missed 
you guys! However, it's time to get back into 
the swing of things again. Let's start out with 
old business.
Never one to go back on a promise, let me 
tell everyone that this weeks column is dedi­
cated to Sue T., who probably deserves it since 
you-know-who still hasn't called, even though 
he was home for the weekend! Also, a belated
congratulations to the sorority as a whole on 
winning the Most Spirited Award at Home­
coming. A few words about the highly suc­
cessful Phi Sig Sig/TKE Bedsheet Volleyball 
Tournament, which was won by those scoun­
drels over at Sig Ep. M y guess is that they 
never could have done it without the valuable 
coaching expertise of Walt, a.k.a. the Beaver. 
Anyway, those little devils were in such a 
charitable mood that they donated the $10() 
prize right back to our causes, namely the 
National Kidney Foundation and the Special 
Olympics. Thanks a bundle guys.
Onward to new business: Let’s get psyched 
for the most awesome rush possible, thanks to 
Melissa and Tisha who are doing an excellent 
job! (don’t worry Melissa, the monster won’t 
get you!)
Since I was on my deathbed for a while, you 
may wonder if that coveted prize. Sister of the 
Week, still exists. Lay your fears to rest, it is 
alive and well. Dating back about three weeks, 
recipients (who will eventually receive their 
certificates) were Beth Anne, Maryellen, and 
Melissa L. Congratulations girls, and thanks 
for all the hard work!
This week's award for Outstanding Outfit 
of the Week on a Faculty Member goes to Dr. 
Dave Adams of the Biology Department, who 
threw us for a loop, by leaving his usually 
casual garb at home and replacing it with a 
rather savoir faire look! Nice Job!
In the personals this week, we have special 
hellos to Darlene. Donna, and Lisa D. A 
special thank you to Dare for that big-sister 
cheer at a much-needed time! As for the rest of 
you (and that means you too, TORI,) so long 
and farewell! LITP.
Sigma Pi
Welcome back to another term - my how 
time Hies! Things are looking exciting for B- 
Terirt, especially with the initiation of new 
pledges. Congratulations to all of the freshmen 
who have received bids from the Pi - please 
accept our invitation to join in the fraternity 
experience!
W e’re also looking forward to an uplifting 
term of sports in basketball, bowling, and 
swimming...let's keep the enthusiasm! It’s 
that time of year again when the seniors (and 
the Tipster and Deadwood) start dreaming 
about jobs, so good luck and may the phones be 
forever ringing with job offers.
Who knows what else is in store for us this 
term (although evil visions of Frodo and 
Samone spring to mind,) but I ’m sure I ’ll be 
reporting on some new and interesting events!
Happy Hallowe’en!
Tau Kappa Epsilon
The members of Tau Kappa Epsilon would 
like to welcome everyone back to another term 
here at WPI. We would like to thank all our 
rushees for their participation in last week’s 
Casino Night.
Well, as rush is drawing to a close, we would 
like to thank all who participated and look 
forward to greeting our new brothers very 
soon. Lets party, dudes........
A big round of applause to all of the partici­
pants in the Tau Kappa Epsilon and Phi Sigma 
Sigma Bedsheet Volleyball Toumement.
The winners were Sigma Phi Epsilon. 
Congratulations to all the participants and we 
thank you for your support.
And now for the fun stuff. Hey, Lush, get 
out from under the safe! Sparky, look out for 
your dad!!! Ricardo... BaaBIN G !!!! OK, how 
about congratulations to our Volleyball and 
Ping Pong Teams for A-Term.
A new T K E  tradition: Smoking out the 
Simpsons in the TV room. “ Come on Man Do 
the Blood thing!!!”  Hey, it’s a Simpsons Hal­
loween.
How about that fight? The best seven 
minutes ever spent!
Get ready to blast around the universe! 
Let’s not forget the Russel St. Beauty Parlor 
last friday. And the Great LOST HOUR 
Party.....
Quoth the Raven, “ Eat M y Shorts!”
T K E  - TH E T IM E  IS NOW !
xjr
REDUCE THE DISTANCE BETWEEN 
YOU AND THE TOP
Cabot Corporation is the international mar­
ket leader in the production of carbon black. 
W ie  used in almost every product that’s 
black, from automobile tires to printer’s ink. 
Our chemical expertise also puts us on the 
forefront of energy and specialty chemical 
development.
Although we are first in our field, we are a 
relatively small, highly progressive organiza­
tion. That means greater mobility and visibil­
ity for the graduate engineer. We look for 
candidates with technical expertise as well as 
leadership qualities, initiative and the ability 
to take calculated risks. You can have exposure 
to many different disciplines and the chance 
to make an impact early in your career.
Explore the unique opportunities our size 
and our success can create for you.
Opportunities are available in Pampa, Texas 
and Billerica, Massachusetts for BS, MS and 
PhD graduates in Chemical and Mechanical 
Engineering and special interests in combus­
tion, material science, polymer science, col­
loid science, reaction kinetics, fluid flow, mass 
transfer, unit operations and process 
engineering.
Cabot offers an outstanding compensation 
package including profit sharing, 401K plan 
and medical benefits. Interested candidates 
please sign-up with your career placement 
office to schedule an interview or send 
resume to Cabot Corporation, Billerica 
Technical Center, 157 Concord Road, 
Billerica, MA 01821, ATTN: Human 
Resources Department. Cabot is an Equal 
Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.
W e  w ill be interview ing  on  campus N o vem b er 12th. I f  the interview  schedule is fu ll and yo u  are interested 
in  meeting, please call Suanne W illia m s  L indgren at (508) 670-7028 to make arrangements.
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In fo rm a tio n  
D ay
A IR C R A FT E N G IN E S
C A R E E R  O P P O R T U N IT IE S
TH U R S D A Y , N O V E M B E R  1 
A L D E N  H A L L
10:00 AM TO  3:30 PM
KNOLLS ATOMIC POW ER LAB INDUSTRIAL SALES & SERVICE
G E  P L A S T I C S  G E  A E R O S P A C E
H.j <5!1 j C v.- I
TURBINE BUSINESS OPERATION ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTIO N &
CONTROL
TE C H N IC A L SALES PR O G R A M  
EDISO N  E N G IN E E R IN G  PR O G R A M  
M A N U FA C TU R IN G  M A N A G E M E N T PR O G R A M
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CLASSIFIEDS
B ill Katzman was right.
SU BA RU  1980. Runs great, two-door, 
5-speed trans, original parts put last year. 
Needs muffler, cheap has inspection 
sticker AM/FM. Ugar Baysal, Biomedical 
Engineering x57l4
B rown/Wh i te/B lack... Buddhist/M us- 
lim/Christian...Dis/abled... Men/Women, 
etc. etc. What do we have in common? 
How do we differ? Discussion group—  
W PI community. M. Langman, 831 -5540
FOR SA LE  - Compaq Computer, MS- 
DOS, 80286/87, portable, 20Mb HD. 
mouse, CGA, some software, excellent 
condition, $995 (negotiable,) optional 
Epson printer, Prof. Looft (E E ) x5369
Thanks a million, Ann! You are awe­
some. - D Phi E
Lost and Found - The Mathematical Sci­
ences Department. S H108, has a black jean 
jacket, a green jacket, a green bathing suit 
with a large white terrycloth towel and a 
green/blue five subject notebook. Please 
claim anytime between 8:00 and 5:00 
Monday through Friday.
Genuinely smart. Genuinely intelli­
gent. Rarely do you find both harboring 
within the same mind. Which are you?
Derek, thank you for the best year of my 
life! I love you more every day.
Hey Dave - you still sleeping with Fe­
licia?
Don’t the rules say that the Homecom­
ing King has to be a Senior? - Minor bend 
there.
Happy Halloween to all o f my 39 
friends! - R iley 4th
Female roommate wanted: $200/ 
month, 5 minute walk to W PI. spacious 4 
bedroom apartment on Dean St. Ask for 
Janet. 756-6575.
Good luck in B-term. Let's make it a 
good one. Love, Val.
We are all born into a cage which we 
will spend our whole lives trying to escape 
from - most to no avail.
Definition: A godzillian, the number of 
times Tokyo has been destroyed in the 
movies.
Good luck to all you Riley 4th mem­
bers. Have a good term. Love, Mom.
If anyone knows of any way of recy­
cling paper and/or newspaper, please let 
me know. Aureen: Box 772
Club Berkshire is back in black with 
Afraid of the Dark Night this Thursday. 
Take it off and get it on. Club Berkshire.
New club! New club! New club! An 
animation club has been formed here at 
W PI. If you are interested in any aspects 
of animation, contact Brian Bikowicz at 
box 1065.
“ She hated people who thought too 
much. At that moment, she struck me as 
an appropriate representative for almost 
all mankind.”  -Kurt Vonnegut, Jr.
Cycles, psychos, and psionics. See it all 
on Sunday, November 18 in Perreault 
Hall, Fuller Labs.
Check out our unique new, used & imported CD’s, 
cassettes and LP selection 
We also carry unfinished furniture, CD, LP, and 
cassette holders, patches, pins, posters and more! 
AL-BUM’S is your alternative music store of the
90’s
438 Pleasant Street 
Worcester, MA
10% off every purchase 
(with this coupon)
Good thru 12/90
AL-BUM'S H O U R S ;
M-T 10-6 
W - F  10-9 
S a t  10-7
Newspeak will run classifieds tree lor all W PI students, taculty. and statt Free classifieds are limited to six (6) lines. Ads 
ot a commercial nature and ads longer than si* lines must be paid for at the off campus/commercial rate of $5 00 for the first six 
lines and 50 cents per additional line 
Classitied ads must be paid for in advance
No information which, in the opinion of the Newspeak editors, would identify an individual to the community will be printed 
in a personal ad The editors reserve the right to refuse any ad deemed to be in bad taste or many ads from one group or individual 
on one subject
The deadline for ads is the Friday before publication
All classified ads must be on individual sheets of paper and must be accompanied by the writer's name, address and phone
Name Phone
Address Total Enclosed $
Allow only 30 characters per line
To: Field Hockey Team... Congratula- 
iofTT|)n ^ rftfT^aine vs. Cjlif-k/ Keep up 
the great work. Hope you go undefeated 
all season. A FAN
BEC O M E A W PI STUDEN T AM ­
BASSAD O R! Visit your high school over 
term break and share your enthusiasm for 
W PI with prospective students. Informa­
tion packets are available in the Admis­
sions Office. Contact Anne Harris 
(x5286) for more information
The World Ends Tomorrow and YOU 
may D IE !!!!!
Apartment for Rent: 3-4 bedrooms - 
walking distance to W PI $500 Call Jim 
835-2806
FR EE  SPR IN G  BREA K  TR IPS to 
Cancun and the Bahamas. Organize a 
small group and you travel FREE. Call I - 
800-344-8360 for more information.
EA SY  W O RK! EX C ELLEN T  PA Y ! 
A SSEM BLE  PRODUCTS AT HOME. 
C A LL FOR INFO RM ATIO N. 504-641-
SCHOLARSHIPS, 
FELLOWSHIPS, GRANTS
ED’S SERVICES 
BOX 3006 
BOSTON, MA 02130
8003 EXT. 9595.
W ANTED : EN TH U SIA ST IC  IN D I­
V ID U A L or student organization to pro­
mote Spring Break destinations for 1991. 
Earn free trips and commissions while 
gaining valuable business and marketing 
experience. Please call Student Travel 
Service at I -800-265-1799 and ask for 
Serge.
CAM PUS REP. W ANTED : Campus 
Rep. to run ski and spring break trips for 
free travel or commission. Call 413-533- 
1600 collect.
SPR IN G  BR EA K  1991 - Individual or 
student organization needed to promote 
Spring Break trip. Earn money, free trips 
and valuable work experience. C A LL 
N O W !! Inter-Campus Programs: 1-800- 
327-6013.
Campus Reps - Individuals or Student 
Organization - needed to promote our 
Spring Break Packages on campus. FR EE  
TR IPS plus commission. Call Campus 
Marketing. I -800-423-5264.
The T meant Theta, not Tau! 
*grumble*
Who is generic@wpi.wpi.edu? 
BTW ...A N IM E SU C K S!!!!!
And
F A S T  F U N D R A IS IN G  
P R O G R A M
$
1 0 0 0
Earn up to $1000 in one week 
for your campus organization.
IN
JUST
ONE
WEEK.
P lu s  a  c h a n c e  a t  $ 5 0 0 0  m o r e !
This program works!
No investment needed.
Call 1-800-932-0528 Ext. 50
TRAVEL FOR FREE!
Earn Commission!
CAMPUS VACATIONS needs reps on Campus 
to promote Winter & Spring Break packages 
Call now! 800-786-7377 or write 
Campus Vacations 
26 Court St.
Brooklyn, NY 11242
„ ★ * * WORCESTER S MOST
Recommended Restaurant
Acapulco
Mexican Restaurant
Affordable 
MEXICAN t AMERICAN FOOD 
'O PEN  T IL L  4 A.M.
Caaaal Dining front *3.95 
TAKE OUT SER V IC E
791-1746
T H E  S K Y ’S  T H E  L IM IT
W h a t e v e r  y o u r  c l a s s  y e a r ,  n o w  i s  t h e  t i m e  t o  s e t  y o u r  c a r e e r  s o a r i n g .
The Graduate School Option
7:30 PM 
Monday, November 5, 1990 
Gordon Library Seminar Room
O p e n  t o  a l l  u n d e r g r a d u a t e s  t h i n k i n g  a b o u t  g r a d u a t e  s c h o o l .
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POLICE LOG
Monday, October 1
1:47pm - LA R C EN Y : Student reports backpack stolen from Founders Hall Dining Room. Officer 
investigates, report Filed.
Tuesday, October 2
1:53am - R EC O V ER ED  STOLEN  MOTOR V EH IC LE : Worcester Police recover vehicle reported 
stolen by student. Officer contacts student.
Wednesday, October 3
I :()2am - IN TO X IC A TED  STUDENT: Morgan R.A. calls to report student sick on his floor. EM S 
and officers respond. Student refuses treatment.
4:46pm - MOTOR V EH IC LE  ACCIDENT: Student calls to report accident in front of wedge 
involving school van. Officers respond, no injuries, minor property damage reports filed.
Saturday, October 6
12:37am - R EC O V ER ED  PR O PER T Y : Sergent reports locating 14 milk crates in Riley Hall. Crates 
had been stolen from daka food service.
12:47am - M INO RS IN POSSESSIO N : Officer reports student found on Institute Road with case 
of beer, student underage, alcohol confiscated.
1:17am - N O ISE CO M PLA IN T: Student reports noise at Alpha Chi Rho fraternity house. Officers 
respond, house advised.
9:34pm - IN JU R ED  PERSON: ATO Fraternity House calls to report person has fallen out of 
window. Officers respond, ambulance contacted. Injured person transported lo hospital.
Sunday, October 7
12:50am - IN JU RED  PERSON: Officer reporls female has fallen and is injured in front of I I 
Boynton St. Ambulance contacted, female transported to hospital.
12:52am - LA R C EN Y : Student reports I.D. stolen from mailbox. Officer responds, report taken.
2:51am - ARRESTS/D ISO RD ERLY  PERSONS: Sergeant reports two males arrested in area of 
Insitute Hall. Worcester Police assisting in clearing the area of crowd that has gathered.
3:58am - M A L IC IO U S  M ISCH IEF: Report of car being vandalized in Founders lot. Officers 
respond. Subject apprehended and agrees to pay for damage done to vehicle.
Monday, October 8
1:57pm - STO LEN  CAR: Student reports car was stolen off Institute Road. Worcester police 
notified and report taken.
Tuesday, October 9
2:45am - LA R C EN Y : AT& T  computer reported stolen from Washburn. Officer responds and report 
taken.
Wednesday, October 10
3:42am - IN JU R E D  PERSON: Worcester Police reponding to ATO Fraternity house for male falling 
out a window. Ambulance responding. Injured person transported to hospital.
Friday, October 12
8:35pm - IN JU R ED  STUDENT: Student injured on athletic field. Officer transports student to
What’s Happening?
Tuesday, October 30
7:30pm - Cinematech, "The Unbearable Lightness of Being." Perreault Hall
Wednesday, October 31
8pm - Video, "Child's Play," Gompei's
Thursday, November 1
Exhibit begins. Gordon Library, "W P I: The Campus, the shops and the students. 1865-1990"
I 1:00am - Al Research Group Meeting, “ A Knowledge Based Use Interface for a Tunneling 
Simulation System," FL320 
Noon & 5pm - All Saints Holy Day Masses. Alden
Friday, November 2
Noon - Newman Graduate Seminar. Religious Center
8pm - Annual Pops Concert. Alden Hall
8pm - Comedian. Rondell Sheridan. Gompei's Place. $1.00
Sunday, November 4
6:30 & 9:30pm - Film, “ Back to the Future III." Perreault Hall. $2.00
hospital for treatment.
Saturday, October 13
10:00am - STOLEN  CAR: Student calls to report his car stolen off Boynton St. Worcester police 
notified and report taken.
4:12pm - IN JU RED  PERSON: R.A. from Daniels calls to report injured student. EM S responds. 
Student transported to hospital.
Sunday, October 14
12:52am - LA R C EN Y  FROM  MOTOR V EH IC LE : Student reports car broken into on West Street 
in front of Atwater Kent. Officer responds and report taken.
1:22am - F IR E  ALA RM : Fire alarm in Founders Hall. Officers respond and check building. A 
discharged fire extinguisher in basement was found to be the cause of the alarm.
1:32am - D ISO R D ER LY  PERSONS: Zeta Psi Fraternity reports non-students in house and would 
like them removed. Officers respond, non-students removed, party closed down.
Safety Tip: To protect your car - always lock it, lock valuables in trunk, park in well lighted areas
and avoid leaving your keys with anyone.
When going to the athletic facilities, avoid bringing cash, wallets, watches or other valuables.
Avoid storing valuable sports equipment in your locker. Remember to keep your locker locked
whenever unattended.
PLEASE REMEMBER:
Advisor * Counselor * Friend WPI RA Supportive * Responsible * Committed
RESIDENT ADVISOR SELECTION for 1991-1992
Applications for RESIDENT ADVISOR positions are available at the following 
informational meetings:
Tuesday, October 30 Wednesday, October 31 
4:30 - 5:00 PM Noon-12:30 PM 
Kinnicutt Hall Kinnicutt Hall
NOTE:
All interested students must attend one of the informational meetings regarding 
selection procedures, expectations and application information.
QUESTIONS:
Contact Elizabeth Sinkiewicz Reid 
Office of Housing and Residential Life, ext. 5645, 
before October 30.
ALL FULL-TIME UNDERGRADUATE AND GRADUATE STUDENTS ARE ELIGIBLE
